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intelligence, we know a lot about talent...
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reading for anyone 
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Hunter Business Review

CEDA (the Committee for Economic Development of 
Australia) has released an important document entitled A 
Federation for the 21st Century.

As we know, Federation in 1901 was a way of bringing the separate 
colonies together to form a nation. To gain enough support some 
compromises were made that have resulted in a wide range of 
inefficiencies in a broad area of life. The world has also changed 
incredibly since Federation, so it is not surprising that some of the 
decisions made over a century ago do not fit well with life in 2014.

This is well summarised in the introduction of the document that 
states “An increasing number of Australians feel that the Federation 
is failing them, that the coordination of the three spheres of 
government is rife with inertia, conflict and incapable of addressing 
the challenges confronting the nation.”

In terms of the economy, Australia is crying out for true tax reform, 
removal of duplication and better coordination and allocation of 
responsibilities across the three tiers of Government.

In today’s global economy, we must be internationally 
competitive to secure our future prosperity. A number of these 
issues regarding competitiveness are intertwined with the nature 
of Federation.

Tony Abbott’s recent call for “a mature and rational debate about 
fixing our federation” is to be commended.

Decision making in Australia has a history of being dictated by 
narrow-minded, self-centred attitudes that in the end result in 
poorer outcomes for everyone.

Discussing changes to the Federation is such a fundamental part 
of our nation that we must not let short-term political agendas 
destroy the opportunity to make Australia stronger.

The political parties must be constructive, not negative, and the 
different levels of Government need to look beyond their own 
boundaries.

It is a complex issue and we all need to consider any changes to 
Federation in their entirety. We cannot focus all our energies on one 
aspect that we consider as detrimental to us.

Discussions covering a broad range of options should be 
encouraged – even GST. None of us would like to pay additional 
GST but how can we sensibly rule it out completely if we don’t 
know what we would receive in return?

It is only through a sensible change of ideas that we can approach 
the best solution that will help Australia reach its full potential.
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 Boo*
*The all new A 180 BE. 
 At a price that won’t scare you. 

The all new A 180 BE is packed with features that’ll redefine what’s standard in its class. 
Experience it for yourself at Hunter Star Motors www.mbnewcastle.com.au

iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Incorporated. The Bluetooth word mark is a registered trademark 
of Bluetooth SIG. Incorporated.

Standard features include:

•  Reversing camera

• Hands free parking

• Bluetooth®, iPhone® and iPod® connectivity

• 7G-DCT 7-speed automatic transmission

• 17-inch 5 twin-spoke alloy wheels
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Hunter Star Motors 1 Pacifi c Hwy, Bennetts Green    Tel: 4974 4244    Open 7 Days

Two University of Newcastle (UON) academics have 
been honoured with prestigious accolades at the 2014 
NSW Science and Engineering Awards. UON’s Professor 
Nick Talley received the ‘Excellence in Biological 
Sciences’ award, while Professor Behdad Moghtaderi 
(pictured) was the recipient of the ‘Renewable Energy 
Innovation’ award. The NSW Science and Engineering 
Awards recognise the achievements of leading 
researchers and their efforts to generate economic, 
health, environmental or technological benefits for the 
state. 
Professor Talley is an internationally renowned 

gastroenterological research leader, who specialises in 
unexplained disorders affecting nerves and muscles 
of the gut. He has been credited with a number of 
seminal breakthroughs, and his latest work involving 
the link between the brain and the gut has the 
potential to revolutionise thinking across the field.
Professor Moghtaderi is a world-leader in energy 

technologies research, and was awarded the 
innovation prize for his GRANEX™ heat engine 
invention. The engine turns low-grade heat sources 
that may not otherwise be viably usable into emission-
free electricity. It can be applied to a range of diverse 
heat sources, including renewable energy, process 
industries, transport systems and commercial and 
residential buildings.

UON home to some of the 
state’s finest researchers
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Renew Newcastle recognised at RDA Awards

Before and After. 
The former David Jones Hunter Street Mall 
site in 2012, and in 2013 as The Emporium.

Hunter based training company HVTC continued to 
demonstrate it is a leader in its field after two of its employees 
took out top honours at the 2014 NSW & ACT Group Training 
Association (GTA) Awards. 

Nathan Anderson beat five finalists to take out Indigenous 
Apprentice/Trainee of the Year. This award tops off a very 
successful year for Mr Anderson. He was a finalist for Young 
Achiever of the Year in the 2014 Australian Mining Prospect Awards 
and in August he was also one of 21 group training apprentices 
and trainees from around Australia invited to attend a Today’s Skills; 
Tomorrow’s Leaders leadership program in Canberra. 

Samantha Tindiglia beat four finalists to take out School-
Based Apprentice/Trainee of the Year. In all there were seven 

HVTC trainees win top state awards

2014 GTA Awards

Renew Newcastle has taken out top honours for the Economic 
Development category at Regional Development Australia’s 
Innovation Awards held on 15 October in Albury, NSW.

Renew Newcastle was established in 2008 to tackle the problem 
of dozens of empty buildings in Newcastle’s CBD. Operating on very 
small budgets with unlikely partnerships and new mechanisms the 
organisation has to date activated 69 properties with 163 creative 
projects. Renew Newcastle’s legal agreements, umbrella insurance 
schemes, social media based marketing and community building 

finalists from HVTC 
recognised at the 
awards including 
Tim Koller, a fourth 
year engineering 
mechanical apprentice 
from Belmont hosted 
by Centennial Coal 
Mandalong. HVTC 
took home more 
awards than any other 
training company on 
the night. 

strategies have become a model for other communities across 
Australia and around the world.

Renew Newcastle is supported by the NSW Government and 
its Department of Trade & Investment, the Premier’s Regional & 
Rural Grants fund, Hunter Development Corporation and property 
owners. The award comes at a timely but challenging time for Renew 
Newcastle as it attempts to negotiate continuing state and local 
government funding to further its city revitalisation activities beyond 
the end of this year.
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Newcastle has been named as a 
World Festival and Event City by 
the International Festivals & Events 
Association (IFEA) for the second time at 
this year’s IFEA 59th Annual Convention 
and Expo in Kansas City, Missouri, USA. 
This award comes off the back of a string 
of major event wins and investments by 
the state government via Destination 
NSW including:

       •  Surfest
       •  The Real Film Festival
       •  Special Olympics Asia Pacific 
          Games 2013
       •  Eastern University Games
       •  Australian Bowl-riding 
          Championships
       •  Port to Port Mountain Bike 
          Challenge
 “Newcastle’s win has been achieved 

through innovative partnerships and a 
dynamic, supportive and fully engaged 
population whose passion for sport, art, 
design, music and food and wine has 
seen the city successfully transform into a 
regional cultural centre,” said CEO Sandra 
Chipchase.

“Destination NSW, with local partners, 
has also developed the ‘It’s ON! in 
Newcastle’ campaign to promote all that 
Newcastle has to offer and ensure that 
visitors to the region know that there are 
always great events , festivals and things 
to see and do.”

FINANCIAL PLANNING is something we Australians are so good at putting off. Less than 

7% off us retire financially independent! What you need is a financial coach to point you in 

the right direction in the complex areas of superannuation and risk protection – and then 

keep you on track for a secure future. At JSA Group your first consultation is at our cost.

Telephone 4908 0999  Email reception@jsagroup.com.au  Visit www.jsagroup.com.au

It’s about time 
your super 

really was super. 

2667

Newcastle -  the festival city

Two joint developments are underway in the Upper Hunter thanks to a partnership 
between Hunter TAFE and Muswellbrook Shire Council.

The first of these, the Sam Adams College is a $5.7 million accommodation facility that will 
house 63 students. Almost completed this is the first residential college of its kind for the area 
and has been enabled through a grant from the Commonwealth Regional Development 
Australia Fund, in a submission worked on jointly by Council and Hunter TAFE. This 
development will provide new options for young people studying and enable apprentices 
and trainees from other locations to work and study in Muswellbrook. 

The second project is, a modern 1600 sqm tertiary education facility adjoining the Regional 
Library. The Muswellbrook Town Centre Tertiary Education Facility will be utilised as the 
centre for delivery of non-trade programs in Business and General Education, and for the 
delivery of Human Services programs including Hair and Beauty. 

Funded from the Resources for Regions program, plus additional funds from Muswellbrook 
Shire Council, the development will also be a centre for Higher Education with the University 
of Southern Queensland (USQ) partnering with Hunter TAFE to co-deliver University 
programs. The first of these is likely to be the USQ Associate Degree in Mine Engineering. 

This will further support 
the expansion of technical 
programs at Hunter TAFE 
Muswellbrook Campus, 
including the Mining 
Skills Centre and other 
related trade areas. 
Over the past six years 
Hunter TAFE has invested 
$3.5m into the campus 
to improve technical 
facilities, including the 
Electro -technology 
facility, centrepiece of the 
Mining Skills Centre, and 
the Automotive Training 
facility.
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Muswellbrook Shire Council

Lots 3 + 4 DP11221
Hill Street
Muswellbrook

Proposed Tertiary Education Centre

DRAWING LIST

Sheet
Number Sheet Name

A01 SITE LOCALITY AERIAL PLAN
A02 SITE SURVEY AND ANALYSIS PLAN
A03 SITE PHOTOGRAPHS
A04 SITE PLAN
A05 LOWER GROUND FLOOR PLAN
A06 GROUND FLOOR PLAN
A07 FIRST FLOOR PLAN
A08 SECOND FLOOR PLAN
A09 NORTH + WEST ELEVATIONS
A10 EAST + SOUTH ELEVATIONS
A11 SECTIONS 01 + 02
A12 SECTIONS 03 + 04
A13 SHADOW DIAGRAMS JUNE 22
A14 ARTIST'S VIEWS - 1
A15 ARTIST'S VIEWS - 2

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT VIEWED FROM LOXTON HOUSE BALCONY

Muswellbrook developments 
expand regional education opportunities
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www.jirschsutherland.com.au  |  4965 6500

Local, trusted support
when you need it most.

Turnaround, forensic and insolvency 
accounting services since 1984.

Regional Development Australia’s 2014 Hunter Innovation Scorecard 
measures the Hunter region’s performance against international 
leaders in the European Union. This makes the Hunter the first 
Australian region to measure its performance on a world scale.

Deputy Prime Minister Truss’ delegate Senator the Hon. Arthur 
Sinodinos AO launched the scorecard, which provides a blueprint for 
future economic development and jobs growth in the Hunter region, 
on 16 October in Sydney.

The 2014 Hunter Innovation Scorecard is endorsed by the Australian 
and NSW governments with forewords by Deputy Prime Minister 
and Minister for Infrastructure and Regional Development, The Hon. 
Warren Truss MP and The Hon. Andrew Stoner MP, the then Deputy 
Premier and Minister for Regional Infrastructure and Services.

H. E. Sem Fabrizi the European Union Ambassador to Australia 
was pleased to see the Hunter benefit from the strong Australian-
EU relationship.

"Europe 2020 is our strategy for a smart, sustainable, and strong 
EU economy delivering high levels of employment, productivity and 
social cohesion," said the Ambassador.

"We keep to this goal through monitoring our performance. I'm 
pleased to see that same monitoring and performance assessment 
system being used to benefit Australia.”

The Scorecard measured the Hunter’s performance against the 
European Union’s 190 regions and the Hunter ranked as follows:

•  Introducing new or significantly improved methods and 
   processes  – ranked 70th
•  Introducing marketing or organisational innovations 
   – ranked 72nd
•  Innovative businesses collaborating with others – ranked 25th
•  Businesses innovating in-house –ranked 37th
Mr Todd Williams CEO, Regional Development Australia (RDA) 

Hunter, is determined to increase the Hunter’s competitiveness in the 
world economy.

“The Hunter Innovation Scorecard shows that RDA Hunter is serious 
about sustainable economic growth for the Hunter - Australia’s largest 
regional economy,” said Mr Williams.

“There is room for the region to improve, but we now have a clear 
understanding of our position against some of the world’s best 
innovators and we will forge a path for the future."

New innovative video technology has been used to conduct 
interviews by Hunter based recruitment firm, Forsythes 
Recruitment. The company trialled a US developed, secure, 
cloud-based system that allows it to simultaneously send 
an introductory video about a position to screen multiple 
candidates. Candidates submit the answers to the questions by 
return, non-live video in their own time. 

Office support and contact centre recruitment manager Brigette 
Landy has led the introduction of the technology project and 
believes Forsythes Recruitment is the first recruiter locally to use 
such technology. She says the technology is incredibly efficient, 
and enables a recruiter to generate a larger pool of quality 
candidates more quickly. She also said the virtual interview offers 
candidates a chance to shine beyond their resume in the initial 
stages of applying for a job, however it won’t replace face to face 
interviews, particularly during the closing stages of recruitment.   

For recruiters it reduces travel costs and time and for both 
recruiters and employers it gives greater insight into a candidate 
than traditional phone or paper screening. Forsythes Recruitment 
has successfully used the system across large and small 
businesses. It has helped nib health funds recruit 19 people for 
permanent call centre positions from more than 650 applicants 
with 432 virtual interviews completed. It was able to recruit 27 
people for TAFE in just two weeks.

Hunter region measures up 
against the European union

Hunter TAFE and Programmed (PRG) have joined forces to develop 
an innovative, on the job, working approach for apprenticeship 
training. PRG provide staffing, maintenance and facilities 
management across a broad range of government and private sector 
industries and Hunter TAFE is the training provider for painters and 
decorators apprenticed to PRG. 

With many apprentices entering the workforce with existing skills 
and extensive industry experience, Hunter TAFE provides a fast track, 
gap training program ensuring apprentices receive as much on the 
job training as possible, complemented by an intensive, block release 
attendance at their Newcastle Campus annually.

PRG apprentices travel from the Central Coast, the mid North Coast, 
New England and across the Hunter to participate in the program 
and following its success key PRG staff have recommended this 
program be duplicated across the country. Hunter TAFE, Painting and 
Decorating Neil Griffiths said the two organisations have seen great 
outcomes for PRG and their apprentices with this unique approach to 
delivering the gap training.  

“We’re constantly in touch with our employers, refining our 
programs, so we can keep pace with what is happening on job 
sites and in the Industry. Our programs reflect the needs of 
employers,” he said. 

“I’d love to see this rolling out across the country, because I can see 
the benefits that are in it for everyone.”

Industry and training 
partnership benefits all

New technology replaces traditional 
recruitment methods 

TAFE NSW has announced they will 
launch a range of fully online courses for 
mobile devices designed to make it easier 
for people to study when and where they 
choose. 

According to Institute Director, Phil Cox, 
the development of these fully flexible 
courses has been driven by student and 
industry demand. 

“Students in the Hunter and Central 
Coast regions want flexible learning and 
businesses want the skilled workers which 
will make local industries thrive” he said.

Courses will be offered in fields such as 
building and construction, accounting, 
and underground coal mining, and will be 
accessible from any smart phone, tablet or 
computer. TAFE NSW Online allows students 
to start, pause, and continue their learning. 
Enrolments in online courses has doubled 
since 2010.

Hunter students want learning on the go
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1800 059 278Level 5, 384 Hunter Street, Newcastle www.codea.com.au

AFFORDABLE 
EXPERTISE

COMMON SENSE 
SOLUTIONS

Newcastle and the Hunter will benefit from new mediation and alternative dispute resolution services,  with experienced mediator  
and former Federal Attorney General Robert McClelland now available to provide local expertise. 

Providing high level expertise in dispute resolution within Newcastle and the Hunter, clients will no longer be forced to travel to Sydney.  
The experience and expertise of Robert McClelland means clients will have direct access to an acknowledged national leader in this field.

Carroll & O’Dea is pleased to provide these new services in Newcastle and the Hunter and know our clients will benefit  
from the expertise and skills developed locally.

A special Carroll & O’Dea event will be held on November 13 at the Newcastle Office to launch the conflict resolution and mediation services.

Call us today to find out how Carroll & O’Dea can assist with your legal needs.

CONFLICT RESOLUTION & MEDIATION SERVICES

The City of Newcastle’s annual financial statements have been 
released and show an improvement in Council’s reported financial 
position, however according to General Manager Ken Gouldthorpe 
more improvements need to be made if the city is to prosper.

A net operating surplus of $754,000 has been reported plus 
an $18.7million operating result which includes an amount of 
$18million for capital grants and contributions which cannot be 
used to meet operational expenses. 

In a report that is available on the City of Newcastle’s website Mr 
Gouldthorp states that to build an accurate picture of Newcastle’s 
future financial sustainability all revenue that cannot be applied 
to cover normal day to day operational costs should be excluded. 
Council revenue, as disclosed in the audited financial statements, 
includes some items which cannot be applied to cover normal 
operating costs. After adjusting for these items the underlying 
operating deficit is $6.2million.

In 2012 Treasury Corporation (T-Corp) reviewed Council’s 
finances finding that if major improvements were not made the 
future looked grim and while this year’s result is encouraging, Mr 
Gouldthorp warns more needs to be done.

 “Some of the initiatives implemented to reduce costs have 
an immediate impact such as asset sales but they are one-off 
adjustments. Others, such as restructuring and reducing staff, 
have impact over the long term. We have to look at all of these 
issues in our financial modelling so we can undertake an accurate 
assessment of how we are travelling.”

Newcastle City finances show 
signs of recovery

@HBRmag

The HIA-CSR Hunter Housing and Kitchen & Bathroom Awards 
recognise excellence in the construction, design, innovation and 
technology of residential houses, kitchens and bathrooms from across 
the Hunter and Central Coast regions. 

The winners of this year’s awards were announced in October with 
Len Pro Building being awarded one of the housing industry’s highest 
recognitions, as HIA-CSR Hunter Home of the Year. 

This year’s awards saw a considerable number of winners, including 
Hunter Home of the Year, from a much lower price point than in 
previous years. In recent times there hasn’t been a Home of the Year 
winner awarded from outside the Custom Built Home categories. 
However this year’s winner was a renovation / addition project in the 
$250,001 - $400,000 price point.  This finalist beat projects that were 
priced into the millions and as the judges said “…this project stands 
head and shoulders above all other finalists”.

Other major winners on the night, included Martin Project Homes 
for ‘Display Home of the Year’, Booker Constructions for ‘Custom Built 
Home of the Year’, Yarrum Designer Homes for ‘Project Home of the 
Year’, Vogue Kitchens Australia for ‘Bathroom Project of the Year’ and 
Active Kitchens & Joinery for ‘Kitchen Project of the Year’.

Overall winners in major categories will now represent the HIA 
Hunter region at the HIA-CSR Australian Housing Awards to compete 
for national titles against winners from other HIA Regions.

HIA-CSR Hunter Housing Awards

HIA-CSR Hunter Home of the Year winner Len Pro Building
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Three sites in one for sale
Close to proposed Wickham 
Interchange

NEWCASTLE  246-252 Parry Street and 7 Selma Street

•  Brick and tile buildings on 252 Parry Street  
totalling 2,252m2

• Three sites in one line totaling 4,174.8m2

•  Convenient location on main road close to CBD

• B4 Mixed Use zoning permitted
• 26 parking spaces
•  Opportunity to negotiate some  

short term income

14
28
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O

V
14

Inspections by appointment only. EOI 2015/141E

Call Paul Nelson on 0478 329 598 or email  
pnelson@ncc.nsw.gov.au

For sale by Expressions of Interest. Submissions close 4pm Friday 28 November 2014.

 
Business Advisor and trainer Brooke 

Phillips, part of the team at The 
Business Centre (Newcastle Region), 
has won the prestigious National 
Award for Best Regional Business 
Enterprise Centre Mentor. Brooke is a 
Business Advisor and Trainer under the 
Small Biz Connect Program and has 
been with the Business Centre for the 
past 3½  years. 

“I am a big believer in doing what 
you love which for me is assisting small 
business with practical advice and a clear 
action plan. Small business has supported 
me my whole life and it’s incredibly rewarding to support others in 
any way I can,” said Brooke.

The Business Centre was also acknowledged at the National 
Awards and presented with a Highly Commended Certificate in 
the category of Best Regional Business Enterprise Centre 2014. 
The award recognises the Centre’s contribution to small business 
in regional Australia. 

Further endorsement of the valuable work The Business Centre 
is doing has been acknowledged by the Office of the Small 
Business Commissioner who recognised the Centre for providing 
Outstanding Overall Performance 2013 / 2014 under the Small 
Biz Connect program. The award was presented by the NSW 
Small Business Commissioner Robyn Hobbs at the Small Biz 
Connect Conference in Darling Harbour during October.  

The Business Centre is about to enter its 30th year of 
providing support for thousands of small to medium businesses 
throughout the Hunter Region, and are delighted and honoured 
to receive these awards and recognition for the team’s 
commitment and passion for what they do. 

Local business advisor gains 
National recognition

According to government, industry and academic speakers at the 
Tom Farrell Institute’s annual Mine Rehabilitation Conference that was 
held in Singleton recently, the use of new and innovative approaches 
to mine rehabilitation are improving topsoil and rehabilitation results 
in the Hunter Valley, 

More than 150 miners, environmental professionals, government 
representatives, scientists and community members gathered to 
share recent research findings, policy updates and discuss best 
practice approaches to rehabilitation.

Tasman Willis from Glencore showed how software was being used 
to design rehabilitation landforms to fit with the natural landscape of 
the area at the company’s Mangoola mine near Muswellbrook. 

Bill Baxter shared Coal & Allied’s recent experiences improving 
topsoils by employing tried and true farming methods in their native 
vegetation rehabilitation areas. 

And Dr Peter Erskine from the University of Queensland presented 
his view that returning mined land to native plant communities is 
idealistic rather than practical.

The NSW Government provided updates on evolving policies and 
practices to improve post-mining outcomes, including the new 
biodiversity offsetting policy, new rules for crediting rehabilitation 
as an offset and a new framework of performance indicators for 
rehabilitation generally that will drive improved mine closure 
outcomes. 

New mine rehabilitation 
approaches explored

After more than 20 years in the Hunter Mall Chambers 
Building on Scott Street, Newcastle, Forsythes Business 
Advisors have packed up their office and moved into the 
new Watt Street Commercial Centre. Their new address is 
Suite 403, Level 4, Watt Street Commercial Centre, 45 Watt 
Street, Newcastle 2300

New home for Forsythes
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Â Marketing Advice 
Â Graphic Design
Â Branding
Â Advertising 

Â Website Design  
 & Development
Â SEO / SEM
Â	 Google	Certified

Â Signage
Â e-marketing 
Â Social Media
Â Vehicle Graphics 

Put some

MARKETINGin your

Optimise your brand’s potential, give us a buzz today!
4920 2757    buzz@hivemarketing.com.au    hivemarketing.com.au
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Visiting Tomaree National Park in Nelson Bay will soon be 
just a click away, following a partnership between the State 
Government and Google that will see images from several 
NSW’s national parks captured and mapped. Tomaree 
National Park was photographed in August. NSW National 
Parks and Wildlife (NPWS) staff wore a special backpack 
equipped with the ‘Street View’ camera system, which 
captured 360 degree imagery as they walked through the 
park. Tomaree National Park is one of 16 NSW national 
parks being mapped. The project will be completed by 
the end of 2014 and the Street View imagery will provide 
a resource for people to plan their park visits and discover 
an area beforehand. NSW National Parks is the first 
organisation in Australia to be part of the Google Trekker 
loan program, which sees third party organisations, NGO’s 
and not-for-profits apply to borrow Trekker to collect 
imagery of hard to reach places and help map the world.

Hunter Institute of Mental Health Director Jaelea Skehan has been 
announced as a winner in the 100 Women of Influence Awards for 
2014. Jaelea has been recognised in both the local and regional 
category for her contribution to mental health and suicide prevention 
locally and nationally. 

Over her 14 years at the Hunter Institute of Mental Health, Jaelea 
has been instrumental in the development of local, state and national 
programs that are aimed at reducing mental illness and suicide and 
has received recognition both nationally and internationally for her 

work. A proud Novocastrian, Jaelea was 
particularly thrilled to be recognised in 
the local and regional category of the 
awards.

“The Hunter Institute of Mental Health 
is in a unique position because we get to 
lead state-wide and national programs 
from our home here in Newcastle, while 
also working with our local community.”

Local Mental Health Director named one of Australia's most influential women

Putting Tomaree on the virtual map

Mapping Tomaree National Park with Google Trek (photo John Spencer-OEH)
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EAST  WORKSPACES

www.eastworkspaces.com.au

HOUSE OF AIRLIE

www.houseofairlie.com.au

East Workspaces has opened its doors in the Junction, offering 
a state-of-the-art serviced and virtual office space.  Owner, Fiona 
McDonald, a fully qualified Ergonomist, has equipped each office 
with the latest quality ergonomic furnishings, including sit to stand 
work stations, ensuring tenants have the most comfortable and safe 
work environment possible. There are eight offices, one meeting/
training room seating up to 10 people, and a kitchen. The facilities 
are available full-time, by the hour and on a casual basis. The Virtual 
Office packages provide a professional business front for workers on 
the road, at home, or those balancing full time commitments with a 
new business project.

Stephanie Airlie-Noé is the élan of Newcastle’s newest PR agency, 
House of Airlie. It’s a PR agency that understands a one size fits 
all method just doesn’t work. House of Airlie takes a completely 
modern and fresh approach when it comes to their clients. 
Where they excel is creative PR campaigns that are anything but 
traditional. They offer their clients new and unique ways on how to 
engage their audience through unforgettable events, feature and 
news stories across a broad range of media and clever social media 
marketing techniques through long standing relationships with 
the ever growing blogosphere. Naturally they also offer all the PR 
staples, however, they won’t stop until they find that wow factor 
for their clients.

Australia’s 
Leading 
Debtor Finance 
Provider.Provider.Provider.

www.debtorfinance.com.au

Why Scottish Pacific is the ideal cash 
flow solution for the Hunter Region:
•    Fast access to the cash tied up in your 

outstanding invoices
•    Pays up to 80% of the value of approved invoices, 

less fees, usually within 24 hours. The remaining 20% 
is available when the invoices are paid in full.

•   A facility that grows in line with your turnover
•  No real estate security required
•  A stand-alone facility
•  Over 25 years experience in funding SMEs
•    The option of a full collections service for those clients 

who choose to focus on growing their business rather 
than chasing outstanding invoices.

Call one of our specialists today:
Jodie Wootton
P 02 4965 4736 • M 0407 005 953
E jodiew@debtorfinance.com.au

Or your local broker
CVG Finance
P 02 4925 3000 •  www.cvgfinance.com.au 
Vision Business Finance:
P 02 4926 1311 • www.visionbusinessfinance.com
Appletree Mortgage Brokers:
P 02 4933 5544 • www.appletree.com.au

www.eaglereach.com.au

WINNER
Kerry Hallet from Hunter Region BEC was the lucky winner of 

the October HBR subscriber prize. 
She receives a special Eaglereach package for two 

including three nights accommodation, unlimited use of 
resort facilities, complimentary hire of all non-motorised 

equipment and a sparkling white wine welcome.

Congratulations Kerry

For more information on Eaglereach visit 

To subscribe to HBR please visit

www.HBRmag.com.au



Leading the way in proactive 

indoor air quaLity management

While there is no doubt as to the benefits of 

proactive Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) management, 

building owners and tenants alike need to 

know that the company employed to monitor 

and control the internal building environment 

utilises the latest technology and practices.  

Grosvenor Building Environmental Services is an 

independent provider of IAQ services and offers 

an enviable track record of delivering consistently 

high quality indoor building environments that 

maximise employee productivity, minimise OH&S 

issues and maximise a building’s ROI.

Grosvenor provides a wide range of Building 

environmental services across all building  

types including:

naBerS iaq evaluations

Grosvenor supplies nationally accredited 

performance evaluations of IAQ. The NABERS 

scheme allows building owners to benchmark the 

IAQ performance of a building system. This rating 

is a government verified, independent assessment 

which can be useful in assessing the current status 

of IAQ and reassuring tenants. 

NABERS IAQ ratings may be included in your 

marketing material and Grosvenor can provide 

specialists services to improve current ratings. 

air Filtration Services

From simple filter installation and odour control 

through to performance evaluations and system 

upgrades, Grosvenor is the one-stop IAQ 

management partner that you can rely on.

Our Programmed Air Filtration Maintenance 

service is second to none and is an extension of 

our highly regarded HVAC Maintenance Services.

air handling System  

cleaning Services

Proactive sanitation of a building’s air handling 

systems is critical to maintaining consistently high 

IAQ. Grosvenor’s cleaning services cover the vital 

components of your HVAC system including:

	 •	Plenum	Chambers 
	 •	Supply	&	Return	Air	Fans

Grosvenor is a leading provider of intelligent building environmental services across Australia.  

Everything we do and the way we do it provides superior outcomes in terms of tenant comfort 

and health, OH&S compliance and improved HVAC efficiency.

BuildinG EnVirOnmEntAl SErViCES

innovation | intelligence | sustainable
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Grosvenor Fire is a part of the Grosvenor 

Engineering Group, a company leading the 

way with its whole of building approach to 

proactive asset maintenance.

Grosvenor Fire is a leading provider of 

intelligent building fire protection, offering a 

full range of services including maintenance 

in accordance with AS1851-2005 or AS1851-

2012, construction and consulting solutions 

across Australia. Everything we do and the 

way we do it provides our client stakeholders 

with superior outcomes in terms of Australian 

Standards and BCA Compliance.

Grosvenor delivers improved fire protection 

system reliability, cost of ownership and 

building ROI. This isn’t a statement about our 

vision, this is what Grosvenor delivers to our 

many strata, commercial and government 

clients every day.

company Structure

Grosvenor Fire consists of three service 

delivery channels:

• Fire Protection Maintenance Services

• Construction & Design

• Fire Protection Consulting

The structure of our business enables a unique, 

cross-functional approach to servicing your 

company’s essential services needs. Where 

many fire protection solution providers interact 

with clients on a functional silo by silo basis, 

Grosvenor’s Customer Relationship Managers 

(CRM) are your one point of contact across all 

functions. This approach enables us to deliver 

the right solution on time and within budget.

Most importantly, your Grosvenor CRM 

actually cares about providing you with a 

premium level of service – it’s this personal 

touch that our customers really appreciate.

Fire Maintenance, construction
and consultancy

Grosvenor Fire is a leading provider of building protection maintenance, construction and 

consulting services. offering a unique depth of experience combined with the latest fire 

asset management technology, Grosvenor Fire provides its client stakeholders with superior 

outcomes in terms of tenant safety, improved fire protection system reliability, cost of 

ownership and building return on investment (roi).
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innovation | intelligence | sustainable

Contact Grosvenor to discover how 
they can streamline and improve 
your building asset maintenance.

innovation | intelligence | sustainable

PROACTIVELY LEADING THE WAY WITH WHOLE 
OF LIFE BUILDING ASSET MAINTENANCE

 
 

]  INTELLIGENT HVAC MAINTENANCE SERVICES, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SOLUTIONS
     Providing superior outcomes in terms of tenant comfort, improved HVAC reliability, cost  
     of ownership and building return on investment

 
]   BUILDING ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
     Delivering improved tenant comfort and health, WHS compliance and HVAC efficiency.

 
 

]  FIRE MAINTENANCE, CONSTRUCTION AND CONSULTANCY
     Offering excellent levels of tenant safety, fire protection system reliability, cost of 
     ownership and return on investment.

GRO
SVEN

O
RUnit - R/ 132 Garden Grove Parade

Adamstown NSW 2289
P: 1800 807 423
W: gegroup.com.au
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On the job with
What’s your current role and title?

I am the owner and manager of Triton Copy Centre, I have provided 
a copy centre in the Cardiff area since 1982, initially in the Industrial 
Estate and since 1993 we have been located at our Harrison Street 
address. 

Throughout your working life, what job 
have you enjoyed most?

This has been my only job and it has provided me with daily variety, 
and enough challenges so that after all these years I can say that I still 
enjoy this industry. During the last 30 years we have endured what 
could be described as a technical rollercoaster and survived. I have 
customers who have been with me since the business began and in 
many cases their children are now my regulars. I hope that means we 
still offer what the public need. I think if you can still look forward to 
going to work after 30 years you are in the right job.

In business or personally who or what 
do you find inspiring?

We are all so busy these days and yet some people take on so much 
more in their lives, their drive is inspiring to me. 

What advice would you give someone 
following in your professional shoes?

My advice for anyone starting a business is to have a balance in your 
life. If you are lucky your profession will offer you financial rewards 
and there can be great enjoyment from wealth, but we only have 
one crack at this journey called life. Our own health and personal 
happiness can’t be forgotten or postponed. 

When you’re not at work, where can we 
find you?

I have had the opportunity to perform and sing in numerous 
musicals, concerts, vocal groups and even operas, often in Newcastle 
but also beyond including in Westminster Abbey and the depths of a 
great cave in New Zealand.  In my spare time I sing in a cabaret group 
called After Five, and enjoy collecting interesting objet d'art. I’m also 
an avid gardener, having completed my Certificate of Horticulture 
some years ago; I enjoy the outdoors, and am partial to a nice Hunter 
Valley red!

How would you like to see our region 
develop over the next decade?

I do see this next decade as a period of change and am concerned 
about the future for small businesses. There are so many struggling to 
survive and competition from large conglomerates and the growth 
of e-commerce is having a dramatic impact on their sustainability.  I 
hope that in the future people will identify with and be proud of their 
community, will cherish having a choice, and appreciate that there are 
benefits from shopping locally.  
 

Tell us something that most people 
wouldn’t know about you.

I'm never one to win a raffle but I have been lucky enough to be 
recognised for fundraising and the sharing of vocal and theatrical 
talent with a Newcastle Service award and a Centenary Medal from 
the Australian Government.

Do you e-book or real book? And what 
are you reading at the moment?

I am reading a book on Orchids at the moment, but I never seem to 
have the time or inclination to read a novel.  I do however constantly 
research things and sometimes think my second best friend is 
“Google”.

Favourite line from a film? And can you 
quote it without using google?

I can see the same film 12 months later and have forgotten how it 
ended so no quotes from there.  The quote I do remember however 
comes from my early singing training, “They only cease to rise, who 
cease to climb”.  I have always identified with this.

HBR  NOVEMBER 201414
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Jerry Kennard
Evoke Projects
 

Given that most of us spend over 30% of our time in the 
workplace, it seems obvious that our work environment can impact 
our health. But what constitutes a work ‘environment’ and what can 
employers do to improve wellness in the workplace?

Firstly, it pays to recognise that wellness in the workplace is about 
more than a duty of care towards employees. Think about the 
most dynamic companies of our time. Perhaps Google, Microsoft 
or Twitter spring to mind? Interestingly, these companies made it 
onto Greatist’s list of Healthiest Companies to Work For in America 
(greatist.com/health/healthiest-companies). They recognise that 
happy people are productive people and these businesses focus on 
‘environment’ as a way of attracting and retaining the best talent. 
Other healthy companies include Eventbrite (they even have a Zen 
room!), General Electric and Accenture.

The environment at work is made up of technology, the culture 
of the company and the physical setting and facilities at the office. 
When all these come together well, the result is engagement, 
happiness and productivity. This leads to an office filled with high 
achievers who get results and drive profitability.

In nature, seeds thrive in the right environment and it is the same 
for staff potential. A seed planted in the desert is unlikely to reach 
its full potential, but a seed planted in the tropics will produce a 
very different result. You can bring the potential of the tropics to 
your office by introducing elements such as water features, music, 
plants and breakout areas with exercise bikes or yoga balls.

The converse, of course, is an office with low morale, staff with 
stress-related health problems and an increase in sick days. This is 
often the result of a failure by management to invest in the office 
environment and therefore the people.

Humans are individuals, with different needs and work styles 
and therefore ‘zoning’ should form part of every office plan. Each 
zone offers different philosophical toning and promotes the varied 
emotions needed for wellness and productivity. For example, areas 
can be designed for collaboration, focus, learning, socialising and 
what we call the ‘bump’ area – opportunities for impromptu meetings.

Evoke Projects has worked with many Australian companies to 
develop their zoning plans and office designs. We have a variety 
of tools, but a favourite of mine is Place 2.5 design and furniture. 
Place 2.5 recognises that social science defines our home and work 
as places 1 and 2 in our world. Then there is a ‘3rd place’, such as a 
café, where we go to relax, where we feel recharged and happy. 

Place 2.5 is half way between work and recreation, with intelligent 
design and furniture solutions that bring the 3rd place benefits 
to the office. It is about driving motivation, staff retention and 
productivity.

Place 2.5 presents opportunities for Australian companies to 
embrace wellness at work. For example, height-adjustable desks 
encourage periods of stand-up working, which improves energy 
levels and posture. Multifunctional storage solutions allow 
individuality, while easily configured privacy and acoustic screens 
assist with cost-effective zoning.

Companies are as individual as the people who work in them, 
so you cannot have a ‘one size fits all’ approach. Before making 
recommendations, our office design team always take care to 
understand the office dynamics and look for opportunities to 
improve business processes

 For further information, contact Evoke Projects on (02) 4924 4920  
email pippar@evokeprojects.com.au or visit www.evokeprojects.com.au

 

Wellness in the workplace

CHANGE the way you do business

MELBOURNE  |  SYDNEY  |  PERTH  |  ADELAIDE  |  BRISBANE  |  NEWCASTLE  |  MAITLAND  |  SINGLETON

pitcher.com.au

Scott Edden 
Greg Farrow 
Michael Minter 
Wayne Russell 
Geoff Thompson 
David Wyatt
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Dr Stuart Edser 
Newcastle Psychology & Health

Mental health in the workplace is a serious concern and 
implementing a good mental health policy for all is very 
important. Every good employer knows that if you look 
after your people, they will look after you. Every employee 
knows that just a pinch of appreciation is a huge incentive 
to go the extra mile. 

Beyond Blue’s analysis ‘Return On Investment’ (March 
2014) shows that, on average, there is a 2.3 ROI for a 
successful implementation of a mental health program, that 
is, for every $1 spent, there is a $2.30 ROI to the bottom line.

The principal areas germane to workplace mental 
health are:

     •  bullying, harassment and intimidation 
     •  inflexible rules 
     •  unrealistic deadlines
     •  unmanageable workloads 
     •  unclear directions – badly designed tasks
     •  unclear expectations
     •  lack of supervisor support
     •  interpersonal conflict
     •  poorly managed change – lack of communication
     •  management leadership style
Research shows that problems in these areas cause hugely 

detrimental effects to the lives of employees and are the 
major causes of absenteeism and resignation. Many of 
these mental health problems do not stay at work but 
follow employees home and spill over into personal and 
relational life.

Leadership styles are especially relevant here. Research 
is identifying that excessively directive styles appear to be 
correlated with higher levels of workplace interpersonal 
conflict and harassment. And the converse, where 
leaders want to be everyone's friend and avoid difficult 
conversations, contribute to more entrenched problems 
which eventually erupt into confrontation and conflict.
Every week, psychologists see employees with significant 
issues. These range from clinical levels of depression to 
stress reactions and anxiety disorders, including panic 
attacks. Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder is not uncommon in 
bullying or harassment cases. Anxiety issues do seem to be 
a feature of workplace psychological treatment and despite 
there being effective anxiety treatment, it would be much 
better had they not arisen in the first instance. The effects 
of workplace psychological injury are often quite serious 
and can last for a very long time, affecting many areas of 
an individual’s life, not just their capacity to work. It is not 
uncommon for WorkCover to be involved in such difficulties. 
With careful management for the most part, such illnesses 
can be avoided.

Being conscious of the mental health of the workplace and 
doing something about it is not only the compassionate 
thing to do, it is the smart thing to do.

For further information please contact Newcastle Psychology & 
Health on (02) 4952 9777 or visit www.nph.net.au

 

Paul Siderovski
SiDCOR Chartered Accountants

When you believe that success is yours, it is! It's amazing how 
many people focus on failure. They think 'what if I fail?' You get 
what you focus on. When you focus on failure, you are planning on 
it. When you believe that you will be successful in an endeavour, 
then you will. I love the "Burn the Boats", story about Cortez.

In February 1519, Hernando Cortez set sail on the final leg of 
an ocean voyage that was to take him from Cuba to the distant 
shores of the Yucatan. He commanded 11 ships with more than 
500 soldiers, 100 sailors and 16 horses bound for Mexico, ready 
to take the world's greatest treasure. The rare jewels, gold, silver 
and sculptures sheltered on the Yucatan had been hoarded by 
the same army for 600 years. Cortez had heard of riches of the 
Yucatan. With his men, they arrived on shore. 

They didn’t go and take the treasure immediately; they waited 
until they were ready. Then Cortez told his men to "Burn the 
Boats". The men were outraged wondering how they were going 
to return home. Cortez told them to Burn the Boats and they 
would conquer the Yucatan army and gain their fortune. They 
would take the Yucatan's boats home. So go Burn the Boats!

Many people say they want success, yet aren't willing to move 
forward from their normal way of thinking. If you want different 
results, it will require a new way of thinking! One must be willing 
to take the required steps for success to create success.

Burning the boats

Paul Siderovski, the founder and Managing 
Director of SiDCOR Chartered Accountants, has 
19 years experience since starting as a chartered 
accountant with PricewaterhouseCoopers in 
1995. Paul started Newcastle-based SiDCOR in 
2002.  Paul has a Bachelor of Commerce 
from the University of Newcastle and is 
a Member of the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants and the Taxation Institute of 
Australia as well as the National Tax and 
Accountants Association.

A healthy mind means a healthy workplace

Dr Stuart Edser  PhD. MAPS. MASCH 
Principal Psychologist, Newcastle Psychology 
& Health has been a specialist Counselling 
Psychologist in Newcastle for many years. 
He runs seminars on mental health issues 
while common areas of individual treatment 
include anxiety, depression, addiction, sexual 
dysfunctions, anger, work-place, relationship 
and LGBT issues. He is skilled in several 
modalities including hypnotherapy.
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David Collogan
CFO On-Call

In a typical set of financial reports i.e. Profit and Loss Statement 
and Balance Sheet, there are a lot of numbers. It can be a 
daunting task for business owners to make sense of it all. Then 
to know which numbers are the important ones. Of course some 
would argue they are all important, but that’s only true if you 
understand what you’re looking at and can control them.

The seven key numbers that drive profit and cash flow are:
1.  Revenue Growth (shown as a percentage %)
2.  Price Change (shown as a percentage %)
3.  COGS (Cost of Goods Sold) %
4.  Operating Expenses/Overheads (as a percentage %)
5.  Days Receivable (average days it takes to collect)
6.  Days Payable (average days to pay all suppliers)
7.  Days Inventory (the number of days that stock sits on shelves 
    - or Work in Progress which is the equivalent in a service business)

Of the ‘seven key numbers’, four are calculated from the Profit 
and Loss Statement and three from the Balance Sheet. How many 
business owners look closely at the Balance Sheet? It might be 
time, if the balance sheet doesn’t always make sense to you, to 
seek advice from a good financial controller. Someone who looks 
at business issues from a management perspective, rather than 
just a tax perspective! 

The ‘Key Financial Numbers’ in business are what drive the 
results. Those mentioned previously can have a huge impact on 
profit and cash flow. A small change in any one, or a combination, 
of these can have surprising results as we have seen.

The ‘Seven Key Numbers’ mentioned above are the most critical 
to the financial success of just about every business. But there’s a 
BUT. Most are not contained in a typical set of financials, which is 
a frightening thought, considering how important they are and 
how they literally control your profit and cash flow! 

But and vitally important, these are numbers you can do 
something about. They are within your power to control and 
manage … and you don't have to wait for your tax accountant to 
prepare your end-of-year financials. 

For further information call David on 0409 922 549, 
email davidc@cfooncall.com.au or visit www.cfooncall.com.au

Get financial confidence and 
freedom in your business

Look forward, not backward.
We look well beyond the numbers 
to find opportunities for growth.

P: 1300 362 436   E: davidc@cfooncall.com.au                
M: 0409 922 549  W: www.cfooncall.com.au

The seven key numbers that 
drive profit and cash flow

David Collogan is a Partner at CFO On-Call. He has 
had a successful career, initially covering business 
banking and international trade finance, where he 
was a Senior Associate of the Australian Insti-tute 
of Bankers. David has also held a State Manager 
role in a subsidiary of a global company, as well as 
experience across all levels of the franchise industry. 
He has also been self-employed as a dedicated 
Management Accountant and business support 
manager for various SMEs over the past seven years 
while he has studying his Master’s degree.
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Andrew Cairns
Burke & Mead Lawyers

In everyday life many relationships are built on trust. A break 
down in trust erodes the fabric of the relationship, and at times 
the break down is irretrievable. The employment relationship is 
no different. But what does that mean contractually?

Recently the Federal Court and High Court have deliberated over 
whether or not a term of mutual trust and confidence should be 
implied into all employment contracts in Australia. The effect of such a 
term could require an employer to second guess every move it makes 
as the move may be a breach of trust owed to the employee.

It’s been long established that an employee has duty to 
cooperate with his or her employer and a duty of fidelity to 
not engage in conduct which prevents the employee from 
performing the obligations of the contract, or to breach 
confidence. An employer has a duty to ensure a safe system of 
work and to give reasonable notice of termination unless there is 
a breach of contract.

In Commonwealth Bank of Australia v Barker the Full Court of 
the Federal Court upheld a decision of the Federal Court that all 
employment contracts in Australia had an implied term of mutual 
trust and confidence. This ruling paved the way for aggrieved 
employees to make claims against their employer for breaches 
of policy and procedures which were not contractual in nature, 
and claims that could not be contemplated by the employer in 
advance. It essentially meant that an employer had a contractual 
obligation to treat its employees fairly and reasonably. If an 
employee felt that they were not treated fairly, that is the trust 
had been broken, damages may be payable, even in the absence 
of a contractual breach in the traditional sense.

The High Court of Australia has now overturned the Federal 
Court decision and refused to follow the approach taken in the 
United Kingdom. The High Court ruled that a term of mutual 
trust and confidence is not an implied term of all employment 
contracts in Australia. The High Court considered that such a 
term was not necessary and crossed into territory that is heavily 
regulated by the Australia’s employment legislation.

What does this mean for employers?
Employers and their employees in Australia are bound by either 

the Fair Work Act and Regulations or the state based industrial 
relations systems, all of which provide for unfair dismissal and 
remedy for unfair treatment by employers, including constructive 
dismissal. By denying the implied term of mutual trust and 
confidence an employer will not be subject to broad claims for 
“breaches of trust” which have little or no grounding in the actual 
contractual employment relationship.

An employer must still be prudent and pragmatic in its dealings 
with an employee to ensure that contractual entitlements are 
followed and that the legislative regime is complied with, as 
a failure to do either may entitle an aggrieved employee to 
statutory compensation or damages.

We recommend that all employers regularly review their 
contractual relationships with employees, including policies 
and procedures. Many long term employees may be performing 
very different roles and have very different obligations to those 
contained in the original letter of offer or contract. Regular review, 
discussion and consultation with employees will assist in creating 
a trusting relationship, thereby encouraging strong contractual 
relations.

For further information contact Burke & Mead Lawyers on
(02) 4902 3800, email acairns@burkemeadlawyers.com.au or 
visit www.burkemeadlawyers.com.au

your employees?

Andrew Cairns, Principal Lawyer at Burke 
& Mead Lawyers, has extensive experience 
in employment, workplace relations, work 
health and safety (WHS) compliance and 
insurance law. His aim is to help employers 
make their business and their employees 
work in harmony.

Hunter Business Review

P: (02) 4925 7760  www.hbrmag.com.auLet HBR help you.
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Joshua Robb
Shaw Gidley Insolvency and Reconstruction

While the Australian Securities & Investments 
Commission’s Insolvency Statistics for the May 
2014 quarter highlighted a decline in corporate 
insolvencies to a level not seen since pre-global 
financial crisis, it is important to remain 
mindful of the warning signs. 

If business owners are aware 
of the warning signs and seek 
advice early you are well 
positioned to renew, 
improve and where 
necessary restructure 
your business’s affairs.

1.  Business aesthetics 
An inspection of a business’s premises can provide an indication 

of financial distress. Often if a business is struggling it shows 
physical signs of deterioration such as poor maintenance and 
cleaning. Low staff morale and loss of good staff to competitors 
are often factors

2.  Forecasts and business plans
Every business requires a detailed cash flow forecast and 

business plan, to ensure that business owners can make informed 
decisions. A business that fails to plan, plans to fail. 

3.  Poor maintenance of books and records
A business’s ability to maintain adequate financial records is 

generally a good sign of the business’s health. When a business is 
experiencing difficulty, business owners tend to spend less time 
maintaining books and records. It is imperative that procedures 
are in place to prevent this from happening. 

4.  Overdue or missed tax payments
When a business is experiencing difficulties, it will often try to 

improve its short term cash flow by prioritising payments that are 
required to continue the day to day operations and delaying most 
other payments. The most common types of delayed payments are 
those owing to the Australian Taxation Office in relation to GST and 
PAYG. Recent amendments to the Director Penalty Notice Regime 
mean that Directors are now automatically personally liable for 
outstanding PAYG Withholding Tax, should the amount remain 
unreported and unpaid within three months of the due date.

5.  Superannuation Contributions Not Paid on Time
Superannuation contributions may also be delayed to assist with 

short term cash flow. As contributions are normally made at the 
end of every quarter, it may not be noticed that contributions are 
overdue, until they are well overdue. Similar to outstanding PAYG 
Withholding Tax, recent amendments to the Director Penalty Notice 
Regime means that Directors are now automatically personally 
liable for superannuation contributions that remain unreported 
and unpaid within three months of the due date. 

6.  Creditors Paid Outside of Trading Terms
Creditors’ terms beyond agreements or industry standards are 

evidence that a business is not meeting its present obligations 
Although each industry has different benchmarks, it is generally 
accepted that creditor accounts exceeding 45 days raise concerns. 

7.  Bank overdraft limit exceeded
While it is commonly understood that a bank overdraft should 

not be drawn on, to its full extent, monitoring the general use of 
the overdraft can provide an insight into the business’s cash flow 
resources. A business operating at its maximum overdraft may 
not have emergency funds, if needed.

8.  Dishonoured cheques
Withholding of payments to creditors, dishonoured cheques 

and dishonour fees are clear signs that a business may not have 
sufficient financial resources. 

              9.  Relationships with suppliers
             When a business has a history of delaying payments to  
              creditors,  suppliers may place the business on cash on 
             delivery  terms. A change of this nature or entering into 
            payment  arrangements to manage overdue accounts 
          indicates that suppliers have concerns of the business’s 
        ability to make its payments on time. 
10.  Legal action
Legal action taken against a business for the recovery of 

outstanding debts is often the tipping point for a business’s 
failure. Statements of Claim issued against a business are a major 
concern as they could result in the business being placed into 
involuntary liquidation. Legal demands, winding up applications 
and director penalty notices should not be taken lightly. 

If you are experiencing any of the above warning signs, it is 
best to contact an experienced insolvency expert at the earliest 
possible time.

For further information call (02) 4908 4444,
 email jrobb@shawgidley.com.au or visit www.shawgidley.com.au

 www.shawgidley.com.au
02 4908 4444

As specialists in insolvency and reconstruction, 
Shaw Gidley is equipped to find the best solution.

You need a team of
highly-skilled professionals. 

When experience matters...

The 10 warning signs of business failure

your employees?

P: (02) 4925 7760  www.hbrmag.com.au

Joshua Robb is a Manager of Shaw Gidley 
and has extensive experience in all aspects 
of both corporate and personal insolvency 
administrations. He holds a Bachelor of 
Commerce with joint studies in management 
and financial accounting and a Diploma of 
Advanced Insolvency Law. Josh is a member 
of the Australian Restructuring Insolvency 
& Turnaround Association and Chartered 
Accountants Australia and New Zealand.
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Life insurance – you get what you pay for

Michael Williams is a Director and Adviser at the 
Hunter-based JSA Group. Michael is a Certified 
Financial Planner and Member of the Financial 
Planning Association. He has degrees in finance 
and mathematics as well as post graduate 
qualifications in financial planning. 

When deciding whether to buy direct or to use a financial 
adviser, you also need to consider:

The complexity of the cover:
•  TPD – own occupation versus any occupation definitions
•  Income Protection – what is the waiting period / benefit 
   period attached to the policy?
•  Trauma cover – is this a linked policy or a standalone policy
Ongoing maintenance:
•  Is the cover held in the right entity?
•  Will the insurance proceeds be paid to the correct place in the 
   event of a claim?
•  Are all members of a business and their spouses adequately 
   protected?

If you are purchasing cover direct, you need to be aware of the 
detail and what you are actually buying. What may appear to be 
good cover or a great price may in fact be quite different. When 
there are so many variables in obtaining cover it is important to 
engage a qualified professional. 

And lastly, when it comes to price, if it seems too good to be 
true, it probably is. If you are comparing two policies offering the 
same cover and one is half the price of the other, check the detail, 
as you may not be comparing apples with apples and you may 
not be covered when it comes time to claim.

For further information contact JSA Group on (02) 4908 0999, 
email info@jsagroup.com.au or visit www.jsagroup.com.au

This article is intended to provide general information only and has been prepared 
without taking into account any particular person’s objectives, financial situation or 
needs (‘circumstances’). Before acting on such information, you should consider its 
appropriateness, taking into account your circumstances and read any applicable 
Product Disclosure Statements. 

Michael Williams 
JSA Group

There has been significant growth in the life insurance market 
over the past decade. You can purchase life insurance much more 
easily but not all life insurance products are the same. There are 
traps for the unwary.

There are three main ways to obtain life insurance: through a 
financial adviser (most common), as part of superannuation, or 
“direct” (least common, but growing, represents 11.4% of Australia’s 
overall risk insurance market as at the end of 2013.¹ ). A financial 
adviser gives you personal advice and makes a recommendation 
based on your individual needs and circumstances. Buying direct 
means you purchase life insurance direct from a life insurance 
company or their representative. This can be over the internet, in 
a retail sales outlet, or over the phone. 

The types of cover offered through each of these channels can vary 
considerably and each serves a different type of customer and their 
needs. Some people may have simple or modest needs and will never 
engage the services of a professional adviser. While others have more 
complex needs and/or would like 
help from someone who is 
qualified to give advice 
to recommend the right 
cover. Cover offered by 
a financial adviser will 
usually be much more 
comprehensive and 
tailored to a person’s
specific circumstances.

Key features to look for in 
any policy include:

•  What exactly is covered 
   under the insurance?
•  Are there any limitations 
   and/or exclusions?
•  Whether the policy offers 
   Worldwide Cover? 
•  Does the policy include 
   guaranteed renewability?
•  Will the policy provide a 
   Guarantee of upgrade?

Level 1  |  195 Union St  | The Junction NSW 2291  |  P 02 4962 1877  |  gail@gailwhipper.com.au    www.gailwhipper.com.au

For the ideal executive candidate 
for your business call Gail Whipper 
Recruitment today.

Executive
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CFO ON-CALL

NEXUS LAW GROUP

OPTEON NEWCASTLE

BICA

MURRAY'S CRAFT BREWING

LINK BUSINESS

LINK Business has welcomed Shane 
Fox as a broker within the Newcastle 
region. Shane’s reputation within 
the industry has developed from ten 
years of experience which included 
managing and owning businesses 
including his own prosperous retail 
business and childcare centre. 
His industry knowledge, depth of 
understanding and respect for the 
process will be of interest to any 
Newcastle business owners looking 
to sell.

We want to hear about your new business appointments. 

w w w.HBR mag.com.au
E: garry@HBRmag.com.au

Let us know 
about your 

people!

THIS COULD BE 
YOUR NEWEST 

EMPLOYEE
 

Allison Anthony has been appointed 
as Consulting Principal in Nexus Law 
Group’s growing network of legal 
practitioners. Allison, who joined 
Nexus as a specialist lawyer last 
year, brings more than 10 years’ 
legal experience with her, along 
with a detailed knowledge of the 
law pertaining to major projects and 
property development
 

Graeme Mahy, the original Head 
Brewer at Murray’s Craft Brewing Co, 
has returned to lead the company’s 
next phase of growth. Responsible 
for many of Murray’s cult beer recipes 
Graeme has actively promoted the 
local craft beer scene for over 20 
years. He has over 25 years home-
brewing and 20 years commercial 
brewing experience, and holds an 
Institute of Brewing and Distilling 
(IBD) Foundation Certificate in 
Brewing.

David Collogan, a new Partner at CFO 
On-Call, will be focussing on helping 
clients in the Hunter and Central Coast. 
David has a broad range of experience, 
holding senior roles in business 
banking and international trade finance 
before becoming State Manager in a 
subsidiary of a global company. He has 
extensive experience in the  franchise 
industry and for the last seven years has 
been self-employed as a management 
accountant and business support 
manager for various SMEs.

CEO of NUsport Chris Hicks has been 
appointed to the Business Industry 
Council of Fitness Australia as one 
of up to 12 representatives from 
across Australia. Chris has worked at 
NUsport since 1998 and took over 
as CEO in 2010. Since then he has 
managed a team of more than 180 
staff to develop new and innovative 
ways for people to engage with sport, 
health and fitness.
 



Apple’s new 27-inch iMac with Retina 5K display 
features the world’s highest resolution display with 
14.7 million pixels (5120 x 2880).. It comes with a 3.5 
GHz quad-core Intel Core i5 processor with Turbo 
Boost speeds up to 3.9 GHz, and can be configured 
with a 4 GHz quad-core Intel Core i7 processor with 
Turbo Boost speeds up to 4.4 GHz. The new iMac also 
comes with AMD Radeon R9 M290X graphics and can 
be configured with AMD Radeon R9 M295X graphics. 
It features 8 GB of memory and a 1TB Fusion Drive as 
standard. It can also be configured with up to 32 GB of 
memory, a 3 TB Fusion Drive, or up to 1 TB of super-fast 
flash storage. iMac with Retina 5K display also includes 
two Thunderbolt 2 ports that deliver up to 20 Gbps 
each, twice the bandwidth of the previous generation.

27-INCH iMAC WITH RETINA 5K DISPLAY

 

The Nexus 6 is a high performance Android smartphone featuring 
a 6 inch 1440 x 2560 display, dual front-facing stereo speakers, 
a Snapdragon 805 quad-core 2.7 GHz processor, an Adreno 420 
graphics processor and 32 or 64 GB of memory.  It also has a 13 
MP rear-facing camera with optical image stabilisation plus a 2 MP 
front-facing camera. Get up to 6 hours of use from only 15 minutes 
of charging.* With a 3220 mAh battery, the Nexus 6 provides over 24 
hours of use from a full charge and up to 6 hours of use from only 15 
minutes of charging.

 

 

Lenovo’s 13-inch Yoga Tablet 2 is a Windows 8.1 based tablet/
ultrabook incorporating an Intel Atom 
Z3745 Processor, 4 GB of memory and 
a 64 GB EMMC hard drive. The 13-
inch screen has resolution of 2,560 x 
1,440 and it comes with Bluetooth 
capability and a Bluetooth 
keyboard. Other feature include 
802.11abgn WLAN, a 1.6 MP front 
camera, two 1.5 watt speakers 
with a 5 watt subwoofer and a 
15 hour battery life.
 

A new online point-of-sale (POS) solution, MYOB Kounta 
integrates the POS system with the entire business in a powerful 
online platform. It is ideal for retail and hospitality businesses of 
any size, particularly those that require multi-tasking to balance 
customer service, sales and inventory management. MYOB 
Kounta’s features ease of set up, robust order management 
features, shrinking and wastage tracking, automatic staff 
commission calculation, on account and lay-by functionality. For 
hospitality, special features include table management, split bills 
and queue busting. MYOB AccountRight and MYOB Essentials 
customers can use their existing MYOB log-in for seamless 
access to MYOB Kounta, providing they have a datafile in the 
Cloud. MYOB Kounta also integrates with other accounting 
software solutions.
 

MYOB KOUNTA POS SOLUTION

LENOVA 13-INCH YOGA TABLET 2GOOGLE NEXUS 6 SMARTPHONE
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The 4th NEWi Awards for Digital Creativity, showcasing 
the best work in technology, advertising, design and 
communications were held on October 3.
Roughly 300 members of the Lunatick Society voted 
using secret ballots. Members selected winners from 
three finalists in each category, which are determined by 
a panel of industry experts.

The award winners included:

Best Website of the Year 
Inspiration Paints – The Village of Useful and Newism

Best Online News Publication of the Year
The Roar

Best Mobile Application of the Year
eCoach for iPads – Futura Group

Best Social Media Campaign of the Year 
Sh!t in the woods campaign – Animals Asia by Enigma

Best Tech Start-up of the Year 
BarTv

Best Health Solution of the Year 
Hunter Health Kick – Newcastle Herald

Best Educational Solution of the Year 
eCoach – Futura Group

Best Retail Solution of the Year
Inspirations Paints mobile site – The Village of Useful 

and Newism

Best Government Solution of the Year 
Tamworth Regional Council – Social PinPoint

Best Cloud Service of the Year
Kaooma – VIMOC Technologies

Best Tourism Solution of the Year 
Feel Inspired 2104 – Out Of The Square [OOTS]

Best Online Video of the Year
It’s In Your Hands – Enigma

Best Digital Agency of the Year (sponsored by the 
University of Newcastle) 

The Village of Useful

The Joe Award (by Hudson Recruitment)
VIMOC Technologies, Steph Hinds – Growthwise, BarTV – 

local sports broadcaster.

NBN Co has revealed details 
of the first 140 suburbs set 
to receive fibre-to-the-node 
(FTTN) technology over the 
National Broadband Network 
(NBN) with Lake Macquarie and 
Newcastle featuring heavily.

This is the next phase 
of a national trial to test 
the planning, design and 
construction of the FTTN 
technology which marries 
fibre optic cables with Telstra’s 
copper lines in a street side 
node cabinet to deliver fast 
broadband to homes and 
businesses.

The Hunter locations include:
· Around 51,000 homes and businesses in Lake Macquarie - 
  Belmont North, Belmont South, Belmont, Blacksmiths,  
  Croudace Bay, Eleebana, Floraville, Jewells, Marks Point, 
  Mount Hutton, Pelican, Tingira Heights, Valentine, Windale, 
  Argenton, Barnsley, Boolaroo, Booragul, Cameron Park, 
  Edgeworth, Holmesville, Killingworth, Marmong Point, 
  Minmi, Seahampton, Speers Point, Teralba, Warners Bay, 
  West Wallsend, Bonnells Bay, Brightwaters, Cooranbong, 
  Dora Creek, Eraring, Mandalong, Martinsville, Mirrabooka, 
  Morisset Park, Morisset, Silverwater and Sunshine
· Around 47,000 homes and businesses in Newcastle - 
  Adamstown, Bar Beach, Broadmeadow, Carrington, Cooks 
  Hill, Hamilton East, Hamilton South, Hamilton, Islington, 
  Kooragang, Maryville, Merewether Heights, Merewether, 
  Newcastle East, Newcastle West, Newcastle, The Hill, The 
  Junction, Tighes Hill and Wickham

2014 NEWi Awards

New NBN rollout locations announced
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Norman Ballard
Hummingbird Electronics Pty Ltd

The days of hot, steamy factories filled with men beating 
steel with oversize hammers are over. Thank goodness! If this 
is your view of manufacturing in Australia, then yes, Australian 
manufacturing is dead. We have entered a new era of cleaner, 
faster, smarter manufacturing and Australia is in a great position 
to embrace it. 

Australia is a high wage economy. It is what it is, time to move 
on. Follow the money trail to find where Australian manufacturing 
should be focussing its efforts. Take a typical gadget in an 
electronics store on sale for $300; assume the retailer bought it for 
$150. The enclosure is worth $2, the screen $8, the circuitry inside 
it $20. Should we be manufacturing these items? Probably not! 
Most of the value lies in the idea and the brand. Who better to 
innovate new, valuable ideas for Australia? Australians of course! 

Hummingbird Electronics has been honoured to be the 
recipients of seven innovation awards over the past six years 
and over that time we have thought carefully about what makes 
our company innovative. The conclusion is communication. 
We listen to our suppliers to find out about new materials, 
new components, new manufacturing techniques and new 
technologies. We listen to our customers and find out not what 
they are asking for but what they really would like. As time goes 
by, technologies and requirements intersect and innovation 
flourishes. 

in the Hunter

With the advent of new production methods like 3d printing, 
labour costs associated with manufacturing are not as important 
as they were as there is less or no labour involved. In our industry, 
we find that assembling circuit boards in volumes around 1000 
costs about one dollar more in Sydney than in Shanghai. After all, 
why should an Australian robot cost much more than an Asian 
one? Automation is going to feature highly in the new Australian 
paradigm. I have always been struck by a comment that I heard a 
few years back that applies to most industries “multinationals with 
billion dollar R&D budgets are developing new integrated circuits 
all the time. The results of their billion dollar investments are 
available to the USA and Australia on the same day.” Automation 
and innovation can turn the manufacturing tables back in 
Australia’s favour. 

Government is generating a lot of noise at the moment about 
innovation in manufacturing and supporting the transition from 
traditional to future manufacturing. We should take advantage 
of programs like the recently announced “new $50 million 
Manufacturing Transition Programme” while they are still in the 
budget. Whilst on the subject of government, please if anybody 
in a situation of influence is reading this, we need stability. How 
can we innovate in important areas like renewable energies and 
cleaner cars when the government changes policy and position like 
the seasons? The greatest risk as we see it to increased investment 
in Australian manufacturing right now is a lack of a bipartisan 
commitment to many of the big opportunities for the next decade. 
Come on government stop arguing and start leading. 

The future of manufacturing is exciting. It is cleaner, faster, and 
smarter and Australia is as well positioned as any other country to 
take advantage of it. Embrace the change and let’s look forward 
to another century of successful manufacturing in Australia.

For further information contact Norman on  (02) 491 90427, 
email norman@hmbe.com.au or visit www.hmbe.com.au

Australian manufacturing is dead; long live Australian manufacturing! 

MANUFACTURING 

"The future of 
manufacturing is 

exciting. It is cleaner, 
faster, and smarter 

and Australia is as 
well positioned as any 
other country to take 

advantage of it. Embrace 
the change and let’s 

look forward to another 
century of successful 

manufacturing in 
Australia".

Norman Ballard founded 
Hummingbird Electronics Pty Ltd 
in 1997 after emigrating from 
South Africa. Prior to this he had 
extensive industry experience, 
including as a Project Engineer at 
General Electric, Director of the 
Semiconductor Division within 
Avnet and Market Development 
Manager for semiconductor 
products in Southern Africa for 
Motorola.
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The Hunter Research Foundation (HRF) has been conducting 
new research in 2014 to identify ways to help regional 
manufacturers to become more competitive. 

Under the Regional Competitiveness research theme, the HRF’s 
economics team has been out talking to local manufacturers to 
uncover the barriers to them expanding their markets outside 
the region. 

Project Manager Jenny Williams said the Regional 
Competitiveness – Manufacturing research program began 
in March this year by consulting with regional stakeholders 
representing policy-makers, industry groups and manufacturing 
leaders, who form our Manufacturing Advisory Group.

“Manufacturing is a significant sector in the Hunter, accounting 
for almost 10 per cent of our labour force and employing 27,000 
people,” Jenny said. “Hunter manufacturing is in decline, however, 
with more than 8,000 jobs lost from the sector since early 
2011. In consultation with our Advisory Group, we defined the 
research question, how can we develop and maintain a globally 
competitive manufacturing sector in the Hunter?”

The HRF’s program involves three stages, with Stage 
1, completed in June, reviewing global factors affecting 
manufacturing, national and international trends that apply 
to the Hunter, and completing a number of interviews with 
Hunter-based firms that had effectively dealt with some of the 
challenges. Stage 2, which began in July, involved in-depth 
interviews with 45 regional manufacturers, mostly small to 
medium enterprises, exploring a range of issues identified as 
significant in Stage 1.

“Manufacturing is a 
significant sector in 

the Hunter, accounting 
for almost 10 per cent 
of our labour force 

and employing 27,000 
people".

“We are finalising our analysis from the interviews and are 
working with our Manufacturing Advisory Group to develop 
real solutions to address areas where programs or policies could 
assist manufacturers to be more efficient, more innovative, and 
to identify and access new markets,” Jenny said. 

The results of Stage 2 of the HRF’s Regional Competitiveness – 
Manufacturing research will be released at the final event in the 
HRF’s Hunter Economic Breakfast series for 2014, to be held at 
Wests New Lambton on Friday, 28 November.

The breakfast, as well as releasing the HRF’s highly-anticipated 
Hunter Economic Indicators, will feature a panel discussion on 
‘Manufacturing our future in the Hunter’. 

Stage 3 of this important research, the Hunter Manufacturing 
Industry Monitoring Project, builds on the work done 
so far and aims to develop and establish a management 
information system to monitor the sustainability of the Hunter’s 
manufacturing industry over time. HRF, which has committed 
more than $40,000 to the program, will be seeking support to 
implement this project.

Manufacturing the Hunter’s future

David Bonython
Strategic Sourcing Australia

This is a period of great change and discomfort for many 
businesses. Our environment has become a global concern, and 
will continue to opening up.

New tools give us access to the world at our fingertips - 
marketing methods, social media and communication platforms. 
Ideas are surfacing that were unheard of a few years back. As 
business owners, we are bombarded with information and new 
concepts, which can leave a nagging feeling of  “Am I missing out 
– should I jump on the bandwagon?”

The challenge is to keep an open mind and assess each idea on 
its merits. You no longer have the choice of deciding whether to 
go further into the world – it has come to your doorstep.

Here are three key areas where the effects of globalisation may 
be impacting your business.

Marketing 24 x 7 and 3 billion sets of eyes
With websites and search engines, it is much easier to find other 

businesses, and vice versa. Your company website is now a 24 x 7 
business card viewable in over 200 countries.

Protecting Your IP
Your product is a better traveller than you!
If you have sold just one of your products here in Australia, the 

buyer could have the item listed for sale on Amazon in the US or 
Taobao in China by this time tomorrow.

Which means it's more important than ever to decide which 
markets warrant the efforts of IP protection. This is an individual 
decision - as well as the outlay for the IP protection, marketing 
and operating in another market requires cost and effort. It may 
be that this is not viable for you, but it needs to be a conscious 
business decision.

Outsourcing - the price is not the cost
This is not a one-size fits all option, neither is it an all or nothing 

scenario. 
There can be great benefits, but the closer you go to the source, 

the more risk you take on, requiring resources and energy to 
cover those risks.

Don’t be blinded by the low price you first see. This is 
particularly true for manufacturing. The low prices are attractive, 
but the price is not the cost. Quality checks and oversight are 
needed to keep things on track.

Outsourcing is not for everyone, but some find a happy 
medium by outsourcing non-core components or activities, and 
maintaining the real value-add parts of the process locally.

At the end of the day, we’re part of a global environment 
whether we like it or not. Our challenge is staying educated 
about the changes and making clear-headed decisions about our 
involvement.

For further information contact David on (02) 4962 1881, 
email david@StrategicSourcing.com.au or 
visit www.StrategicSourcing.com.au

Operating in a global marketplace

David Bonython is Managing 
Director at Strategic Sourcing 
Australia. After 20 years in IT & 
communication, David spent 
4 years in China studying 
Mandarin and the way the 
Chinese conduct business 
before setting up his specialist 
business that works with 
innovators and manufacturers 
who require assistance with 
China sourcing and with 
developing new products. 
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Adrian Price
Australian Industry Group

Regional manufacturing has been struggling for the past two 
years as a result of cutbacks in new mining developments and 
reduced maintenance demand by coal companies. With up to 
80% of companies having a larger or lesser footprint in supplying 
to mining, the effects have been significant.

In response, three business organisations - Australian Industry 
Group, Hunter Business Chamber and Hunternet - came together 
to stage the “Future for Manufacturing and Engineering Summit” 
in Newcastle on 29 and 31 July. It brought together the best 
national and regional speakers to provide their observations 
and insights about how we might develop a regional strategy. 
The presentations can be viewed at www.aigroup/contact/
hunter. We were partnered by Hunter Research Foundation (who 
were undertaking an important research project on Advanced 
Manufacturing), NSW Trade and Investment and RDA Hunter. 
Industry sponsors included Hedweld Engineering, Forgacs 
Engineering and Custom Fluid Power. Over 100 people attended.

The themes which emerged from Ai Group’s 2013 study tour to 
German Manufacturing were reinforced such as 

•  greater investment in research and development, 
•  greater engagement with university researchers, 
•  the need to develop exports and 
•  to engage with global supply chains. 
•  there was also the realisation that if Hunter manufacturing 

was to be successful in its transformation into new products and 
markets, the University had to be deeply involved. 

Four action themes from the Summit were identified as the 
need to:

•  Develop a Hunter brand and marketing strategy, including to 
   overseas markets;
•  Attract finance and investment funds on reasonable terms, to 
   fund R&D and expansion etc;
•  Develop and extend industry collaboration with other 

Igniting a resurgence in manufacturing    stakeholders, including the University of Newcastle and Hunter 
   Institute of TAFE ;
•  Increase industry efficiency through Lean Manufacturing, 
   energy efficiency and local initiatives.
The three business organisations have since agreed to form a 

regional brand “Hunter Advanced Manufacturing” as a banner 
for collective action in marketing and lobbying. They are close 
to signing a Memorandum of Understanding for on-going 
collaboration and agreeing to a vision statement and key result 
areas for the next 3-5 years. 

Subsequently, the following significant initiatives are unfolding:
•  The realisation that we have a significant social capital 
   investment in our industry skills and education, both in the 
   present and into the future;
•  Possibly 2 trade missions to Germany and the USA to connect 
   with our existing industries and to develop new industries;
•  Closer industry collaboration with the University of Newcastle 
   especially in relation to linking researchers with manufacturers 
   and exploring connections to international manufacturing 
   centres;
•  Planned showcasing by the University of their research and 
   skill capabilities to industry.
Many participants from the Summit went away with a renewed 

sense of optimism that longer term prosperity for regional 
manufacturing and engineering is indeed possible if we take a big 
picture view and pursue it. For regional manufacturing the future 
is “Onwards and Upwards.”

For further information contact Ai Group on (02) 4929 7899, 
email adrian@aigroup.asn.au or 
visit www.aigroup.com.au/contact/hunter

Adrian Price is Regional Manager, Hunter, Central Coast 
and Northern NSW, Australian Industry Group, a position 
he has held since July 2010. He worked in Ai Group’s 
Sydney and Western Sydney offices for 12 years and in 
Newcastle for 2½ years before being appointed Regional 
Manager. Prior to Ai Group Adrian performed similar 
HR and IR roles in State Government departments. 
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A new generation of coal and ore materials handling technology 
is being introduced to Australasian and international markets 
by a group that engineers chutes and complementary systems 
to permit faster 
conveyor belt 
speeds, greater 
throughputs, fewer 
breakdowns and 
enhanced safety. 

The Chute 
Technology 
engineering group 
targets problems 
common to many 
coal and ore plants 
and loading systems 
by addressing them 
with a combination 
of three skill sets, 
including advanced 
engineering analysis 
of flow, followed 
by upscaleable 3D 
Discrete Element 
Method (DEM) 
design processes and finally custom manufacturing to individual 
plant needs.

Chute Technology combines the local and international 
manufacturing experience of T.W. Woods, represented by Director 
Tom Woods, with the similarly broad engineering and technology 
experience of Engineering Consultant Dennis Pomfret of Dennis 

THERMAL ARC RECLAMATION . . .    
   . . .  extending the life of your machinery

Fully Equipped Machine Shop

• Overhaul and manufacture of 
hydraulic cylinders

                                     • Thermal Arc Metal Spraying 
• Overhaul of pumps, hydraulic pumps, 

gearboxes
• Suppliers of hydraulic & pneumatic seals, 

pumps & motors
• Fabrication/Welding

 
P: 02 4964 4295  E: sales@dentonengineering.com.au

www.dentonengineering.com.au

Denton Engineering & Hydraulics has diversified into Thermal 
Arc Spraying, a service that is widely used to repair wear areas, 
provide corrosion protection and improve the wear resistance or 
thermal conductivity.

The technology provides a number of advantages including: 
•  coatings can be applied quickly and at low cost
•  sprayed metal is usually harder than the same metal in 
   wrought form 
•  the surface being sprayed remains cool so there is no risk of 
   heat distortion or metallurgical degradation 
•  metal spraying is an ideal steel application in industrial, rural/
   agricultural and marine or coastal environments
The company has employed a Thermal Arc Spray specialist 

who has been working specifically the technology for the past 6 
years as well as having an Engineering trade. Their workshop has 
dedicated thermal arc spray and bead blast rooms com-plete with 
ventilation and custom made anti-pollution equip-ment.

They also have fully equipped machine and boiler-making 
workshops making Denton Engineering & Hydraulics a one-stop 
engineering facility. The machine shop can turn up to 1350 mm 
diameter and 5 m long and provides boring to 10 tonne.

They pride themselves on a quick turnaround period and offer a 
24 hour breakdown service.

Denton offering thermal arc spraying

Next generation minerals handling technology 

Pomfret Engineering, and Design Engineer Gary Telford of McKajj 
Services, which contributes extensive project management, 
engineering and drafting experience. 

The combined 
technologies – which are 
applicable to existing 
as well as new projects 
– are complemented by 
the practical experience 
of each of the three 
Newcastle-based 
principals, who have 
combined experience of 
more than 80 years in a 
wide variety of resource 
industries including coal, 
iron ore, alumina and 
limestone across Australia, 
the USA, South America 
and South Africa. The 
technologies are also 
applicable to gold, nickel 
and other bulk minerals 
and ores.

Major benefits of the 
chute design technologies have already been demonstrated 
in service with a West Australian iron ore producer which 
increased production by several million tons, or 50%. Several 
Hunter Valley coal mines, meanwhile, are also benefitting 
from less wear and fewer breakdowns because of practical 
individualised designs.
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Tony Cade
HunterNet Co-operative Limited

During 2014, we have observed a significant transformation 
occurring in the Hunter’s manufacturing sector. The continuing 
decline in the resources sector combined with strong competition 
from low cost imports has forced manufacturers to review their 
capabilities, processes, and products with a view to developing 
sustainable competitive advantage in new ‘niche’ markets.

Indeed, Hunter manufacturers have been implementing their 
own accelerated transformational programs for some time to not 
just survive – but to grow and prosper. This has been evidenced 
by the promotion over the past twelve months of many regional 
‘hidden champions’ that have dispelled the traditional myths 
relating to business development inhibitors. It is true that 
Australia may be a high cost country but experience shows 
this has not been an inhibitor for manufacturing in European 
countries.

Looking forward, improving our manufacturing sectors 
competitiveness will be driven by industry in collaboration with 
research institutions and government. During October 2014, the 
Prime Minister announced the Industry Growth Centres Initiative 
aimed at improving competitiveness and productivity and 
accessing global supply chains.

T

The initiative will focus on the following sectors:
     1.  Food and Agribusiness.
     2.  Mining Equipment, Technology and Services.
     3.  Medical Technology and Pharmaceuticals.
     4.  Advanced Manufacturing 
     5.  Oil, Gas and Energy Resources.

What has resonated with Hunter manufacturers is that the 
same areas of focus are currently being advanced via the 
implementation of the 2013 / 2014 HunterNet Business Plan 
endorsed by members in April 2014. Hunter manufacturers 
have not waited to be led – they are leading the way!

In the future I have no doubt that Hunter and Central Coast 
manufacturers will be world recognised as competitive, 
innovative, and customised contributors to global supply 
chains. It is a transformation that has to happen – too much is 
at stake.

For further information call HunterNet on 
(02) 0 4908 7380, email tony@hunternet.com.au or 
visit www.hunternet.com.au

EXPERIENCE NEWCASTLE JETS 
MATCH DAY CORPORATE HOSPITALITY
Don’t miss your opportunity to enjoy Jets’ games in style this season. Match day corporate hospitality 
provides businesses with opportunities to network with other like-minded business people, and private 
areas for client interaction or staff incentives and rewards. 
With packages starting from as little as $65 per head - some including exclusive experiences with 
players and club management - and fl exible match purchase options, there are packages to suit every 
budget and expectation. 

TO EXPERIENCE NEWCASTLE’S BEST LIVE ENTERTAINMENT THIS SUMMER, 
CONTACT THE JETS TEAM TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR SEATS FOR THE UPCOMING SEASON. 
CALL 02 4935 6200 OR EMAIL INFO@NEWCASTLEJETS.COM.AU

NEWCASTLE JETS

2014/15 MEMBER

NEWCASTLE JETS

2014/15 MEMBERSHIP

BELIEVE, UNITE, JOIN THE FIGHT
NEWCASTLE JETS - 2014/15 MEMBERSHIP

BELIEVE, UNITE, JOIN THE FIGHT
NEWCASTLE JETS - 2014/15

NEWCASTLE JETS

2014/15 MEMBER

NEWCASTLE JETS

2014/15 MEMBERSHIP

BELIEVE, UNITE, JOIN THE FIGHT
NEWCASTLE JETS - 2014/15 MEMBERSHIP

BELIEVE, UNITE, JOIN THE FIGHT
NEWCASTLE JETS - 2014/15

Local manufacturing facing transformation head on

Tony Cade is CEO of HunterNet. He was 
previously Group General Manager of 
Veolia Environmental Service and has also 
held senior positions in the Hunter Waste 
Planning management Board, Newcastle 
City Council and BHP Steel.
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Damon Henshaw
Davies Collison Cave 

Effective enforcement of patents and other intellectual 
property rights (IPRs) in China has been a real concern for 
both Australian and overseas manufacturers over the last 
25 years. Low production costs were enticing, yet China 
also carried the potential risk of unchecked copying, and 
subsequent downstream damage to markets infiltrated by 
those counterfeit products.

Protecting products and innovation through patent 
ownership is a fairly standard business development strategy 
for manufacturers. Intellectual property (IP) rights can be used 
to protect products and maintain market share, as well as block 
cheap imports.

Traditionally, an international patent filing strategy would firstly 
focus on the target market jurisdictions where IPRs are respected, 
and can be reliably enforced. This would regularly include Japan, 
USA and Europe - on the basis that those jurisdictions represent 
significant markets with reliable enforcement systems.

As little as 10 years ago, with its relatively weak IPR enforcement 
regime, China was often left off the list.

Yet while China certainly used to be a safe haven for infringers 
and counterfeiters, an overhaul of the IPR enforcement system, 
and an increasingly affluent population – now becoming a major 
consumer market itself – means that China is now emerging as an 
important destination for protecting intellectual property.

Improvements to the system
A clear trend indicator is the number of new patent filings. In 

2011, for the first time, more patent applications were filed in the 
Chinese patent office than in any other country in the world, even 
outstripping the USA. And the trend has continued since.

The filing numbers have undoubtedly been inflated by 
government incentives, and a large number of applications may 
not pass muster under the scrutiny of Chinese patent office 
examination. However, the figures reflect a significant shift in the 
economy and the importance of IPRs in China.

In parallel with the surge in new filings, China has also made 
substantial progress with their enforcement regime. IP cases 
accepted by the courts in 2010 reached 42,931, with verdicts 
rendered in 97% of those cases. In 2012, the number of civil 
cases reached a staggering 87,419 and a further 13,104 criminal 
cases were received with over 60,000 suspects detained from 
the 43,000 concluded cases relating to IPR infringement and 
counterfeit products . 

By comparison, around 1,200 cases were handled by Australian 
Courts in 2011.

Chinese IP court system
To handle these cases, China has established special IP divisions 

and IP panels throughout its court structure, from the Supreme 
People's Court, through People’s High Courts and in about 70 
intermediate People’s Courts. The sheer scale of China’s current 
commitment to IP enforcement is breathtaking.

Until recently, damage awards for IPR violations in China were 
considered low, compared to the US, for example. However, 
even this is changing. In a recently reported case, a Chinese 
Court awarded an unprecedented sum of RMB 334 million 
(US$ 53.4 million) damages for infringement of a utility model 
patent. It would appear the Chinese Courts are now closing the 
damages gap.

This award of damages represents another stage in the 
evolution of the IPRs protection regime where, not only are 
rights available and enforceable to stop infringers, they are also 
given proper financial weight by the Courts. This sends a strong 
signal to infringers and brings enhanced value and credibility to 
IPRs in China.

Many foreign companies have already started to engage the 
Chinese IP system, yet interestingly, foreign companies only 
represent about 60% of the plaintiffs in reported cases. The other 
40% are Chinese; demonstrating significant adoption of the IPRs 
enforcement regime locally as well.

Including China in IP protection strategy
Should domestic businesses continue to embrace the 

IP enforcement regime, this will ultimately strengthen 
the system of rights and foster greater investment and 
development in innovation.

In the past, stronger enforcement in China was a major demand 
from foreign businesses and governments alike. It seems that 
demand is now being addressed. 

Although pirating and copying will continue to exist 
for some time, the intellectual property rights regime 
will continue to improve in China. The days of rampant 
counterfeiting appear to be passing. 

Australian manufacturers doing business in, or with, China 
should seriously consider China as an integral part of their IP 
protection strategy, if they haven't already. Effective enforcement 
of IP Rights, coupled with an increasingly consumer driven 
population of 1.3 billion; the Chinese market cannot be ignored.

For more information contact 
Damon Henshaw at Davies Collison Cave 
on 4960 8366 or email dhenshaw@davies.com.au

Protecting Australian innovation – is China on the list?

Damon Henshaw is a Patent Attorney at Davies 
Collison Cave’s Newcastle office. He specialises in the 
preparation and prosecution of patent applications in 
the areas of Cleantech, physics, mechanical and medical 
devices and is experienced in conducting patent 
oppositions and advising on validity and enforcement 
of IP rights. 
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Hunter Valley Glass & Windscreens has developed Impact 
Protect to improve the impact resistance of glass within the 
mining, earthmoving, road and civil machinery.

Hunter Valley Glass was originally approached to provide 
consul-tancy services assessing the appropriateness of existing 
glass after an incident. Through this process a number of 
improvements were noticed which led to the opportunity to 
develop Impact Protect to address these.

Impact Protect is unique in that its strength comes from 
combining interlayers currently used for other applications such 
as ballistics and architectural.  It has a very high shear modulus 
which allows it to be used within standard glazing processes.

Impact Protect has been installed into many sized machines 
from Caterpillar 789 Trucks, Caterpillar 6090/60 Excavators, all the 
way up to the largest machines, the Marion 8050 Draglines.

High impact glass developed in the Hunter
RDA Hunter’s ME Program has completed Phase One of its 

operations and has achieved impressive results. Since 2010, 25 
Hunter high schools and 7,500 students have engaged with 32 
Hunter based companies through the program. 

Funded through the Defence Materiel Organisation (DMO) 
the ME Program builds smarter schools by providing the latest 
technology, opportunities for teachers to align course content 
with industry, and connecting students with relevant hands on 
experiences. The ME Program has increased maths and science 
based subject selection in its partner schools; created iSTEM, a 
Board of Studies approved course implemented across NSW; and 
developed the Living Toolkit, a set of problem based learning 
resources for teachers. 

It has also improved its industry partners’ access to a pool of 
ready, skilled staff. Industry partner, Ampcontrol, reported a 70% 
increase in the uptake of apprentices from 2012 to 2013.

Other key outcomes of Phase One include:
• 17% of ME Program students now select HSC Physics compared 
   with the NSW average of 14%
• In NSW 12% of HSC Physics students will drop the subject 
   before Year 12, in ME schools this rate is just 6%
• 12% of ME Program students now select HSC Engineering 
   Studies compared to the NSW average of 4%
• In 2012 West Wallsend High reported it had enough interest to 
   run its first HSC Mathematics Extension 1 class
• 14% of ME Program students will select Metals and 
   Engineering Certificate II for their HSC compared with the state 
   average of 3%
• Schools running the ME Programs’ iSTEM initiative will double 
   between 2014 and 2015 from 7 to 14.

The result of two 5 kg rocks dropped from 5 m resulted 
in no penetration of the Impact Protect interlayers

Building a smart future for the Hunter 

Hunter Business Review

APRIL 2013

Print Post Approved PP255003/07463
VOLUME 9 NUMBER 3

$6.60 (including GST)

Connecting & informing business people

Innovation in the Hunter

Hunter Business Review

AUGUST 2013

Print Post Approved PP255003/07463
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 Incorporating the2013 

www.HBRmag.com.au

Back issues available for 
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Removing belly plates from bulldozers and other tracked vehicles requiring 

maintenance of internal components can be fraught with extreme physical hazard, 
downtime and expense. 

The plates – made of hundreds of kilos of steel and often weighted down further with 
accumulated debris buildup on top – are traditionally loosened by mechanics who have 
to crawl underneath giant machines to line up the bolt holes. Globally there has been 
five recorded deaths and 200 recorded serious injuries over the last 10 years. 

A solution to the problem is offered by Safety MITS’ Tracked Elevating Device, TED, 
which eliminates the human element from the critical lift stage underneath equipment, 
by employing remote control of the lifting device.

TEDs can travel across any terrain and can safely lift up to 800 kg. They have a 360o 
turntable at the top, which makes lining up ball joints safer, quicker and easier than the 
conventional methods using slings and chain block.

TED can also be used for equaliser bars, cutting edges, steer cylinders, load rollers, 
sound suppression equipment, engine sumps and many other applications.

TED is locally designed and manufactured and is built to with-stand the harsh 
environments that heavy equipment works in. It is built with total compliance to 
Australian and New Zealand mining standards (ASNZ 4240). TED comes with a range of 
at-tachments, which can be easily installed and removed at a moment’s notice. These 
include: the Rhino Stand Locator; the Cutting Edge tool; the Load Roller Cradle; and the 
Tie Rod and Steer Cylinder Cradle.

2014
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 Tracked elevating device enhances ‘dozer maintenance 

SME support for 
Defence manufacturing

Darren Burrowes, Chief Technology 
Officer at ATSA/UVS will speak at 
the Australian Defence Engineering 
Conference in Melbourne in November 
2014 on the contribution by SME 
manufacturing and engineering to 
Australia’s defence capability.

New robotic technologies of Remotely 
Operated Vehicles (ROV), Autonomous 
Underwater Vehicles (AUV) and 
Autonomous Surface Vehicles (ASV) 
enable new “game changing” capabilities 
in the harsh conditions of the deep-ocean 
and remote seas. The Royal Australian 
Navy has operated ROVs since the 1990s 
and now operates several types of 
robotic vehicles for applications ranging 
from mine warfare to maritime ranges. 
ATSA Defence Services is a Newcastle-
headquartered SME that has provided 
support for these vehicles types since 
2000 and has developed a significant 
engineering capability for support of the 
leading-edge engineering technologies 
embodied in marine robotic technology. 
ATSA manufactures components for RAN 
systems locally and exports globally to 
naval customers operating in the world’s 
oceans.

“The support provided by ATSA and 
lessons learned in SME support for a 
highly-engineered strategic capability 
has provided a “win-win” for Defence in 
Australia,” said Darren Burrowes.

“ATSA has been able to proactively 
address local support issues for Navy and 
provide value-for money support and 
engineering and at the same time grown 
into a stable business providing more than 
30 high-tech jobs in offices in Newcastle, 
Melbourne and Perth.”

With almost 70 years of boat manufacturing behind them, you can't help but recognise 
Steber International is operating under a great business model.

Established in 1946 in Sydney building clinker style runabouts, the family owned company 
now operates from a modern, four acre factory complex in Taree with export success built 
around customisation.

Over 40 vessels have been exported to date with customers coming from Dubai, Singapore, 
Seychelles, Fiji, Papua New Guinea and Oman.

"We are also in the process of establishing a distributorship in Shanghai to tap into the 
growing Chinese market," said Managing Director, Alan Steber.

"Steber manufacture fibreglass commercial and recreational boats ranging in size from 
20 to 65 ft, offering an almost endless variety of custom fit-out options reflecting the 
company's 'can do' attitude," he said.

"We also refurbish and re-power existing craft, have diversified into manufacturing a wide 
range of fibreglass components to client requirements and also carry out survey work and 
valuation reports for insurance companies".

As an example of Steber's "can do" attitude over the past 12 months the company has:
.    completed five navy vessels as well as various refit services
.    provided Thales with a 34 ft drone-towing and retrieving vessel proposal and solution 
     for the Australian Department of Defence
.    worked with Solar Sailor/OCIUS to complete SSS Bluebottle (unmanned surface  vessel) 
     models for tank testing
.    completed market research scale models
.    manufactured, tested and delivered a hydrographic survey vessel for the Port of Melbourne 
     Corporation
.    built and delivered a 38 ft marine rescue vessel based at Forster
.    built and delivered a 38 ft research vessel for the Northern Territory Department of  Primary 
     Industry and Fisheries
.    repairs and refits included yachts, 46ft fishing vessel, 38ft charter cruiser, horse floats, 
     mobile homes and caravans
.    assist designer in manufacturing of a vertical wind turbine prototype
.    assist designer with tooling to manufacture concrete blocks for coastal erosion protection
.    manufacture playground and pool equipment
Innovation through research and development has helped the business re-invent itself over 

the years, ensuring continued growth in a crowded and competitive market space.

Tracked Elevating Device (TED) lifting 
a belly plate, left and equaliser bar, right

From regional Australia to the world
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10 years of celebrating
 local manufacturing

 
The Hunter Manufacturing Awards Inc. (HMA) celebrated its 10th year of supporting manufacturing excellence 

in the Region on 17 October with more than 500 people attending the 2014 Hunter Manufacturing Awards at 
Newcastle Panthers.

HMA is dedicated to the promotion of best practice in manufacturing. It believes this can be achieved by 
showcasing the achievements of the best to encourage and sustain the aspirations of those who want to be 
amongst them.

HMA works collaboratively with key regional organisations to highlight the achievements of regional 
manufacturers and the importance of manufacturing in general.

HMA acknowledges the significance of the Region’s proud manufacturing history, and is committed to 
ensuring manufacturing plays an integral role in invigorating the Region’s future.

The first awards event in 2005 was a Black Tie Ball held at Wests, New Lambton. The dancing that the 
organisers planned, however, did not work as the vast majority of the audience were men. Nevertheless, it was 
a great night and established the awards as a major business event for the region and an effective means of 
highlighting the successes of local manufacturers.

The event organisers learnt their lesson from the 2005 event and decided from then on to focus on the whole 
audience –  not just the finalists, winners and sponsors – to create an awards event that was exciting and fun as 
well as being relevant to the industry it was promoting. Since that first event, organisers aim to ensure everyone 
enjoys the entertainment and takes part in celebrating the excellence in manufacturing that the event brings.

The Hunter Manufacturing Awards has expanded and grown over the years and now recognises companies 
from the Hunter, the Central Coast and Mid-North Coast.

The event now attracts a wide range of sponsors and supporters, and has grown to be one of the largest and 
most prestigious award events to be held in the Hunter Region.

The 2014 Hunter Awards was no exception, with a Carnivale theme adding colour and fun to the night.
Amongst all the enjoyment, however, the focus was still very much on celebrating the success of our local 

manufacturers and highlighting their importance to our region.
HMA Chairman, Bob Cowan said “We are a proud manufacturing Region and the Awards’ event is for 

our manufacturers.  It is all about recognition and encouragement and profiling those that have achieved 
‘excellence’.  To reach the milestone of 10 years of supporting manufacturing excellence in our Region marks 
the determination, tenacity and loyalty of all of our manufacturers”.
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Here’s some more information for you:*Offer available for refinanced loans until 19/12/14. Loan must commence prior to 31/3/15. Minimum loan $150,000. The $1,000 cashback will be deposited to the loan account after 
the settlement date. Applications for finance are subject to Newcastle Permanent’s normal credit approval process. Fees, Charges, Terms and Conditions apply. Newcastle Permanent Building Society Limited ACN 087 651 992, 
Australian Financial Services Licence/Australian Credit Licence 238273.   NPB2811 HP

cashback!*

$1,000
Does your home loan need a bit of work? Make the switch to Newcastle Permanent now and you  

could get $1,000 cashback* on a minimum loan size of $150,000. Plus, with our range of award-winning  
home loans, you could save thousands when you compare us to a big 4 bank.

This offer is for a limited time only. See how much you could save when you switch to customer-owned banking today.

Renovate your home loan
Switch and you could save thousands!

 1300 886 483  newcastlepermanent.com.au/switch

 

2005     Schefenacker Lighting Systems

2006     Onesteel Market Mills  Pipe and Tube

2007     Varley

2008     Onesteel Contistretch

2009     Hedweld

2010     Forgacs

2011     Steber

2012     Hi Vis Signs & Safety

2013     BAE Systems Australia

2014     Austube Mills

Manufacturer of the Year  
2005 -2014

ALL HMA PHOTOGRAPHY BY AJM PHOTOGRAPHY



Commonwealth Bank
Department of Industry

Downer
Forsythes Recruitment

Helloworld – Hunter Travel Group
Hunter Business Review

Hunter Research Foundation
Hunter Valley Training Company

KM&T
McEwan and Partners

NBN Television
Newcastle Herald

NSW Trade and Investment
Port Waratah Coal Services
RDA Hunter – ME Program

State Training Services
Strata Worldwide
Thurnham Teece

University of Newcastle
Who Printing

Archer Enterprise
Aquation

Arrium – Moly-Cop Ropes
Arrium – Moly-Cop Waratah

Arrium - OneSteel
Arrium - OneSteel Contistrecth

Arrium - OneSteel Rod Mill
ATSA UVS

Austin Engineering
Austube Mills

BAE Systems Australia
Bureau Veritas

Callaghan College
Catavolt

Custom Fluidpower
Downer Rail

Hetronic
Howard Mining Company
Hummingbird Electronics

Hunter Valley Glass
JA Martin

Machine Shop & Engineering Services
Luka Chocolates

Maitland Grossman High School
Margan Wines
Midal Cables

Newcastle Weighing Services
Quarry Mining
Origin Energy

Sirron Holdings
St Phillips Christian College

Steber International
Steinbok Schnapps
Strata Worldwide

TW Woods
United Group Rail

Varley
Valley Longwall International

WearX
Westrac Institute

2014 Sponsors & Partners                                
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Committed to the 

success 
of Hunter industry

www.aigroup.com.au

Find out more about  
Ai Group today

Call us on 02 4925 8300
or visit Suite 1, 265 Wharf Rd 

Newcastle

A
IG
14443

2014 Finalists                                



Five Hunter TAFE students were honoured with a prestigious scholarship for their 
commitment to the manufacturing industry at the 2014 Hunter Manufacturing Awards. 

The HMA Board TAFE Scholarships are awarded to students who are undertaking a 
course directly relating to manufacturing with a demonstrated commitment to a career 
in the manufacturing industry and have a passion for engineering and manufacturing. 

This year, Luke Austin, Jarod Busuttil, Jake Martin, Teegan McCloy and Brenden Snell 
were each presented with the $2,000 Scholarship. Sponsored by HMA Board since 2009, 
the Scholarships enable students to receive financial support and encouragement to 
continue to succeed within their chosen career area with the manufacturing industry.   

HMA also assists in promoting Hunter TAFE students by offering them opportunities 
to become involved in the awards night to provide them with practical application of 
their skills. Diploma of Screen and Media students produced a film presentation that was 
shown during the evening, Diploma of Events students assisted with the organisation of 
the event and the trophy was produced by students under the supervision of the Head 
Teacher of Fine Arts, Matthew Tome and Sculpture Teacher, John Turrier. 
 

Congratulations!

 Google Hunter TAFE   Call 131 225

Hunter TAFE offers its congratulations to our five scholarship 
winners and all companies involved in the 2014 Hunter 
Manufacturing Awards.

Hunter TAFE is proud to continue providing highly competent, 
work ready graduates to our regions manufacturing industry.

If you are looking for award winning results,  
Hunter TAFE has the program for you!

AWARD
WINNING

Hunter TAFE students                                
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2014 Major Sponsor, Downer, awarded the prestigious 
award of Manufacturer of the Year to Austube Mills.

In August this year, Austube Mills celebrated their 80th 
year of manufacturing in the Region and the winning of the 
Manufacturer of the Year Award cemented their value and 
presence as a great, long-standing  manufacturer.

Austube Mills was the first company to make steel tube 
in Australia and has been manufacturing in the Hunter 
since the 1930’s.

The judging panel said, “Despite extremely difficult 
market conditions Austube has maintained its market 
leadership in Australia.  It has achieved this through a 
passion for quality, with its diverse range of products 
third party certified to the highest AUS/NZ standards, 
and a strong focus on understanding and helping their 
customers.

“Continuous improvement is core business at Austube 
with an extensive, systematic approach in place to 
encourage and support all employees to participate in 
improving quality and productivity.  

“The leadership team at Austube also appreciate 
the important role business plays in building a strong 
community and encourages and supports a diverse range 
of charitable and sporting organisations throughout the 
region.

“Austube Mills has shown that success can be achieved 
in the hardest of times through a clear vision and strategy, 
developed and driven by a strong leadership, supported by 
a great team who turn up every day and give their best.”
 

                                           Air & Seafreight               

 Imports & Exports          Customes Clearance        

 Document Assistance    Tariff Advice                 

SCORPION
INTERNATIONAL

Our services include:

✔ Air & Seafreight
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Manufacturing

GLOBAL 
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GLOBAL LOGISTICS
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HELLO 
HOLIDAY

At helloworld, we’re passionate and experienced 
travellers and always go the extra mile to make sure 

your next holiday is an extraordinary experience.
No matter what you’re after, we offer you all the 
support you need and know the right ingredients 

to make a truly memorable holiday. 
We can help you with:

 International airfares   Domestic airfares 
 Cruises   Accommodation   Package Holidays

 Destination Expertise   Travel Insurance   Visas   + more
Come instore & say hello to one of 

our friendly advisors today!

Hunter Travel Group Pty Ltd. ABN 39 183 096 957. TA Lic.No.2TA4986

Belmont 4945 0044 Charlestown 4942 1551
Kotara 4957 0277 Settlement City 6584 4018
Glendale 4956 7226 Green Hills 4933 3077
Toronto 4959 4011 Newcastle (Wickham) 4940 2222

PROUD SPONSORS OF HMA

  Sponsored by Downer

Manufacturer of the Year                                 Hunter TAFE students                                
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Austube Mills began its life in Newcastle in 1934 and it is a testament 
to the company’s longevity and ability to keep pace with changing 
markets that 80 years later it was awarded the Manufacturer of the 
Year award at the 2014 Hunter Manufacturing Awards.

Throughout its life Austube Mills has focused primarily on the 
domestic markets in Australasia and built itself a reputation based 
on the quality of its products, its technical support and its high-level 
customer service.

It  began in 1934 as Stewarts & Lloyds at the Mayfield site and 
significant milestones in its history have included:

·  In 1963 Austube Mills obtained an international license for the 
  ‘Newcastle Design’ pioneering a process for automatically 
  galvanizing circular pipe
· The home of DuraGal - the well respected and recognised brand known 
  for radically improving the inline galvanising coating process for steel 
  pipe and tube products since the early 1990s.
· In 1994 Austube Mills won the national Australian Information Industry 
  Award for Excellence Through Information Technology with their 
  barcoding and storage system.
Today, Austube Mills also manufactures from sites in Acacia Ridge, 

Queensland and Somerton, Victoria. It is Australia’s largest steel 
pipe and tube manufacturer of the widest range of hollow pipe and 
tube and open profile steel structural sections in Australia, producing 
approximately 200,000 tonnes annually.

Another major strength of Austube Mills is its core network of more 
than 200 distribution partners across Australia and New Zealand.

When the Arrium Steel business announced it would divest the then 
OneSteel Australian Tube Mills business in 2012, General Manager 
Richard Clement embraced the opportunity to rebrand the company 
and give it its own identity to stand on its own in the Australian steel 
industry. The journey to develop the new brand was driven from the 
inside out, with extensive employee consultation across the business’ 
three sites to ensure its people were involved and felt a part of the 
movement from the start.

The new Austube Mills brand was officially launched in 2013.
The business survived the tough conditions of the GFC through 

careful analysis of spending, where it could cut back, and what was 
most profitable.

Over the past three years there have been changes in the leadership 
structure to ensure those at the top are passionate and confident about 
their role and the company itself. Bringing the Sales and Marketing 
team in-house was a major contributor to the positive impact this 
structure change has had on the business’ operations and activity in the 
market.

Austube Mills has an important place in the history of Newcastle. In the 
1950s the business employed more than 3,000 staff at the Newcastle site 
and although that number is significantly smaller today, it continues to give 
back to the local area through its present employees and its Community 
Sponsorship Program. This includes sponsoring sports teams, community 
groups and donating to local charities like Ronald McDonald House.

Austube Mills has two Core Values: Safety and Customer. These are 
upheld through a series of internal initiatives called ‘Goal Zero: Zero 
Harm, Zero Waste’

Much of their continued success has been through their focus on 
quality and facing change head on. Austube Mills is constantly looking 
at ways it can improve the business, building upon the significant 
achievements of the past to propel and sustain it into the future. 
Internally the focus is on how it can improve efficiencies.

The business has consistently led the way in innovation around tensile 
strength and protective coatings designed specifically to meet the harsh 
Australian conditions.

Commenting on Austube Mills’ philosophy General Manager, Richard 
Clement said “To achieve the desired level of growth, we stay at the 
forefront of technology and ensure that we produce steel to the highest 
Australian and New Zealand standards.”

“Austube Mills will never stop improving and we’ve got to continue 
to improve every day. We are in control of our own destiny – we will be 
better tomorrow than we are today.”

 

Manufacturer of the Year                                 AUSTUBE MILLS



"They have shown a sustained, 
consistent and tenacious effort 
in the design, development, 
manufacture and marketing of 
their Driver Behaviour Module".

The HMA Board Award        

Sponsored by helloworld – Hunter Travel Group and HMA

Manufacturer of the Year                                 AUSTUBE MILLS
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From Hummingbird Electronic’s success last year in winning the 
Innovation Category and this year winning the Product Design Category 
they have shown a sustained, consistent and tenacious effort in the design, 
development, manufacture and marketing of their Driver Behaviour Module.

The product is innovative, efficient, compact, low cost and provides 
management with a reporting tool second to none.  It ticks all the boxes.

When this is combined with the ‘Made in Australia’ stamp it shows that 
there are manufacturers here in the Hunter who can stand shoulder to 
shoulder with the overseas manufacturing giants and deliver world class 
products. 

HUMMINGBIRD ELECTRONICS

 “Saving you time,
        money and lives every day”.

 Our products are designed and manufactured in Australia

> Inclinometers
> Dataloggers
> GPS Speedometers
> Driver Behaviour Monitors
> Cabin Pressure Monitors

 T: 1300 155541   W: www.hmbe.com.au   E: admin@hmbe.com.au
 Our products are designed and manufactured in Australia
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DEVELOPING OUR INDUSTRY AND CONNECTING YOU

Identifying and capturing business development opportunities.

Establishing collaborative business models.

Delivery of innovation, efficiency and market expansion projects.

Group procurement / strategic sourcing services.

Professional development and training.

Government Advocacy.

Career development through our Group Training company. 

Learn more at www.hunternet.com.au or call +61 2 4908 7380

THE POWER OF MANY
“Tap into Australia’s most 
successful manufacturing 
and engineering networks 

and discover a world of new 
opportunities”

»
»
»
»
»
»

The 2014 Employee of the Year - Rising Star Award
                                        

Sponsored by Forsythes Recruitment
  

The judges said Matthew is an outstanding 
leader who has demonstrated a broad range 
of leadership competencies and made a 
significant difference to the business in which 
he is working.  He has established the current 
OneSteel business unit virtually from the ground 
up, designing the systems by which it operates, 
including its safety management system.  

His ability in this area was confirmed in a 
chain of responsibility audit by the national 
transport regular which delivered a 100% 
compliance.  He has built a motivated and 
highly effective team with a constant focus on 
customer value, productivity and innovation.  

Matthew has also demonstrated his long 
term commitment to building his leadership 
performance with a strong personal investment 
in his own learning and development.  Matthew 
is a very successful young leader with a great 
future in the manufacturing sector.

Highly Commended was awarded to 
Midal Cables candidate, Troy Camerson 
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MATTHEW MEAD - ARRIUM
ONESTEEL DISTRIBUTION DEPARTMENT



PROTECT YOUR INNOVATIONS
Protect the value in your products, brand, 
innovations and other intellectual property 
with our tailored advice, services and 
protection strategies. 
We offer a free initial consultation, so 
call us on 4960 8366.
PATENTS DESIGNS TRADE MARKS

PROUD SUPPORTERS OF HMA

Export of Manufactured Goods      

Steber is a long term supporter and applicant of the HMA and with their 
innovative “Blue Bottle”   has set a new high water mark for scope and scale 
of the innovation capability within the region.  In partnership with OCIUS, 
Steber has developed an unmanned surface vessel that has numerous 
applications both here and abroad. 

The value proposition is demonstrably superior to competing methods 
for marine security and surveillance s well as for oceanographic research.  
Steber leveraged its existing capabilities with those of its development 
partners to create a product that met all of the key success factors.  

Highly commended went to Hummingbird Electronics

Sponsored by NSW Trade and Investment
  

Whiteley currently exports to over 20 countries which shows market 
penetration and diversity.  With clearly identified products for export and their 
competitive advantages, quality is highlighted over price, and products are 
patented. They also show product alignment and market selection, choosing 
products that fit certain medical market segments

Market research was shown to be a strong point for successful export 
employment growth which has also increased during this time to help support 
their growth strategies.

Their commitment to market research for export at all levels, along with a clear 
strategy is to be commended -  it is not rushed, but carefully considered with 
patience, in light of the regulatory environments in markets they are targeting. 

Whiteley has sustained their % of increase in export sales in recent years and 
with new products and new markets should be able to increase this further.  
Whiteley has shown employment growth which has also increased during this 
time to help support their growth strategies.

Excellence in Innovation               STEBER INTERNATIONAL
Sponsored by Department of Industry
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WHITELEY CORPORATION



The remote control operated mini loader is a nifty piece of technology 
and HMS is to be commended for commercialising the mini loader from 
concept through to design, manufacture and successful test phase. Two 
key advantages make this technology particularly appealing:

•  Increased productivity from collecting material (e.g. coal) that 
drops from conveyor belts without the need for conveyors to be stopped 
and isolated. This change in practice has the potential to save mining 
companies a substantial amount of time and money each year.

•  Increased workers' safety by minimising the need to work in 
confined spaces, reducing manual handling and the presence of a 
proximity detector fail safe.

Whilst the mini loader provides an innovative solution to a specific 
problem in the mining industry, its potential to be utilised in non-mining  
environments makes it an even better value proposition. 

High Commended went to Archer Enterprises

Falling resource prices mean 
producers must step up production 
to survive and flourish.

But many coal clearance systems 
limp along at less than their optimum 
capacity because of bottlenecks 
that slow down the entire operation 
to the pace of the slowest part. 

Chute Technologies’ unique and 
comprehensive combination 
of  three 21st century materials 

handling technologies boosts 
production outputs by as much  
as 50 per cent.

Because we use 100 years of 
practical expertise to identify and 
cure the root causes of constant  
breakdowns and blockages. It’s  
a comprehensive rather than 
piecemeal approach. 

All for a cost that can be less than 
a tenth of a new plant. 

T: (02) 4964 8300 • F: (02) 4964 8671 • E: info@twwoods.com.au 
www.twwoods.com.au

Are bottlenecks choking 
your mine’s profits?

FINALIST – HMA AWARDS

Excellence in Technology            HOWARD MINING SERVICES
Sponsored by Strata Worldwide

Whitley recognises the need to be across all marketing mediums and is 
constantly adopting the latest industry trends. The implementation of 
training videos as a marketing medium is very clever and the result
highlight its success.

Highly Commended went to WearX

 

Excellence in Marketing                  WHITELEY CORPORATION
Sponsored by Thurnham Teece
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The Speed Alert is a well sorted, simple to operate, complete design. 
The Product Graphics are cleverly placed on the removable, transparent 
screen which permits the casing to be used for other products in the 
family. The graphic interface is astonishingly simple with both a size 
and colour hierarchy to emphasise the most important information. The 
functions of the three buttons controlling the menu driven interface are 
self-evident and their distinct, raised shapes make menu navigation 
easy. This simplicity of use, like all good design, disguises the advanced 
technology implicit in this product. 

Highly commended was awarded to Catavolt

Excellence in Product Design    HUMMINGBIRD ELECTRONICS
Sponsored by University of Newcastle

Austube Mills’ submission detailed the on-going development of 
Front Line Leaders and managing risk across the business.  There 
is involvement of people from across all areas of the business and 
an approach of identifying and dealing with the cause and not 
concentrating on the symptoms of the event. 

The reductions in 'Lost Time Injuries' and 'Medical Treatment Injuries' 
is clearly evident, and the processes implemented are having the 
desired effect. The involvement of External Consultants to assist these 
results indicates a commitment to achieving their desired goals.
 

Excellence in Safety                                                AUSTUBE SAFETY
Sponsored by Port Waratah Coal Services
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As proud supporters of the Hunter Manufacturing Awards, 

we would like to extend our congratulations to  

all participants for 2013!

Suite 1, 91 Frederick Street, Merewether NSW 2291
E: info@mcewans.com.au | W: www.mcewans.com.au

T: 02 4963 2200 G6363057AA-181013

C H A R T E R E D  A C C O U N T A N T S

As proud supporters of the Hunter Manufacturing Awards,
we would like to extend our congratulations to

 all participants for 2014!

B U S I N E S S  |  A U D I T  |  T A X A T I O N



This application showcased a training plan that was driven by a 
specific need in the company concerning frontline management 
competency.  A program was developed by company staff to meet this 
specific skills gap and rolled out across the plant with potential to be 
implemented nationally.

The program was well researched and the roll out was scheduled in 
detail to meet the requirements of the organisation that were identified 
in a training needs analysis. 

The results presented in the application showed how the training can 
be attributed to improvements in productivity and staff wellbeing.

The judges said the objectives were SMART and aligned to the 
corporate need. The alignment of purpose and objectives across 
all levels of the workforce was clear and generally supported by a 
philosophy and standards. The commitment was clear and did not stop 
at the levels set by the objectives. It was obvious that the commitment 
by all in the company to Continual Improvement drove the outcomes 
past these and achieved a significantly stretched target.

32
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Congratulations!
2014 Hunter Manufacturing Awards2014 Hunter Manufacturing Awards

FINALIST

Jamie-Lee Wild 
Finalist, Rising Star Award

HVTC Business Trainee
Host: Origin Energy

HVTC is a proud sponsor 
of the 2014 Hunter 
Manufacturing Awards.

Find out how HVTC makes it easier 
for your business by recruiting and 
managing quality apprentices and 
trainees. 

Call us today
1800 350 570
hvtc.com.au

Excellence in Manufacturing Process           ARRIUM - ONESTEEL 
                                                                   CONTISTRETCH
Sponsored by KM&T

Excellence in Training               ARRIUM-MOLY-COP WARATAH
Sponsored by Hunter Valley Training Company
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Excellence in Manufacturing Process           ARRIUM - ONESTEEL 
                                                                   CONTISTRETCH

Margan Wines is a great example of a business that has integrated 
environmental performance with the way it operates its business. It has 
shown foresight in identifying the key environmental impacts associated 
with wine making and systematically addressing each one to reduce and 
control adverse consequences over an extended period. 

Margans is able to display its environmental credentials and performance 
for the industry to review and benefit from. 

The judges said that it is especially pleasing to see that Margans 
has employed an Environmental Officer and continues to plan further 
environmental initiatives into the future. The recognition Margans has 
already received together and this award are well justified.
 

Excellence in Enviromentally Responsible Practices  MARGAN WINES
Sponsored by Commonwealth Bank

Excellence in Manufacturing Education   MAITLAND GROSSMAN 
                                                                             HIGH SCHOOL
Sponsored by RDA Hunter - ME Program
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The Maitland Grossman High School program for providing an integrated 
approach to teaching advanced manufacturing and underpinning 
knowledge in Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths.  This 
methodology is framed within the ME program used by several schools.  
What sets the program at Maitland Grossman apart from similar rollouts is 
the systematic approach to social inclusion, including a partnership with a 
university to host a road show for indigenous students.  

The School also promotes this program to students from non-English 
speaking background and actively encourages females to participate.  MG 
has elevated the status of the program by making this program part of the 
school’s “gifted and talented” agenda.

•	 Hydraulic	&	Pneumatic	Product	Sales

•	 In-House	Testing	Facilities

•	 Lubrication	Technology

•	 Filtration	Products	&	System	Maintenance

•	 Industrial	Braking

•	 Complete	System	Design

•	 Hydraulic	Manifold	Design	&	Manufacture

•	 Field	Service

•	 Workshop	Repairs

•	 Installation	&	Commissioning

•	 Certified	Fluid	Power	Training

Complete Hydraulic Solutions

Carrington	02	4953	5777
	

www.custom.com.au

Singleton		02	6571	2748



This highly contested award was taken out by Mitchell Brown who 
is employed by Hunternet Group Training Company and hosted by 
Hetronic Australia.

The judge said the five finalists all displayed, in various aspects of 
the assessment process, outstanding attributes and are a credit to 
themselves and the manufacturing industry they represent.

However Mitchell Brown has shown an understanding of how the 
apprenticeship model of learning has suited him. The application 
of work based practice to the theory learnt has enabled him to best 
utilise his apprenticeship term.

Mitchell’s employer HunterNet Group Training Company and Hetronic 
Australia are glowing in their praise of his workmanship, indicating 
standards well above his peers and states he is a credit to himself and 
the industry. 

Mitchell’s interest in electronics led him to undertake his 
apprenticeship in Electronics Scanning and Detection which he 
successfully completed in June 2014.  Mitchell is now undertaking 
his Advanced Diploma in Electrical Engineering and upon completion 
intends going to university to study Electrical Engineering and 
proceeding down the career path of Automation.

Highly Commended went to Curt Gibson, from Downer 
Rail.  The judges said “Curt was an outstanding 
nominee who displays all of the qualities required to 
successfully complete an apprenticeship and establish 
a career path in the manufacturing industry.”
 

Apprentice of the Year - Manufacturing            MITCHELL BROWN
                                                                                                                                                    EMPLOYED BY HUNTERNET 
                                                                                                                                                          GROUP TRAINING COMPANY
                                                                                                                                                                      HOSTED BY HETRONIC

Sponsored by State Training Services

“ M a n u f a c t u r i n g  -  t h e  k e y  t o  o u r  f u t u r e ”

2 0 1 4  M a j o r  S p o n S o r

Hunter Manufacturing awards inc.
‘Showcasing Excellence in Manufacturing’

2 0 1 4  M a j o r  S p o n S o r

rEgiStration & noMinationS arE now opEn for thE 2014 hMa
if you are a Manufacturer in the region of the Hunter, 

upper Hunter, central coast or Mid north coast
Don’t MiSS out on Your opportunitY to BE part 

of thE 2014 huntEr Manufacturing awarDS

rEgiStrationS opEn: april 9-june 30
noMinationS opEn: april 9-august 16
For Registration Form and to access Application Forms please go to:
www.hma.org.au/Nominate for an Award or phone 0438 242 899

W i t h  t h A N k s  t o  o u R  s p o N s o R s

Hunter Manufacturing Awards, Inc wish to thank 
their sponsors, partners and supporters

The HMA congratulates 
all the winners and finalists
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State Training Services 
would like to congratulate 

MITCHELL BROWN

and all of the finalists in 
this HMA category.

Apprentice of the Year – Manufacturing 
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The Perfect Location For The Freshest 
Seafood Or A Relaxed Drink

  
Vegetarian and non-seafood menu options also available

14 Pacific St, NEWCASTLE NSW 2300
P: (02) 4023 5265

E: contact@shuckdbar.com
W: www.shuckdbar.com

Mediterranean 
dining in Newcastle

Open seven days 
a week from 
November 9

Dinner - Monday to 
Saturday

Lunch - Thursday to 
Sunday

Christmas 
and groups 
available

2/1 King Street, Newcastle NSW 2300
P: (02) 4929 3333   E: eat@rustica.com.au

W: www.rustica.com.au

2/1 King Street, Newcastle NSW 2300
P: (02) 4929 3333   E: eat@rustica.com.au

W: www.rustica.com.au

 Business 
Lunches or 
Corporate 
Functions

29-32 Maitland Street, Muswellbrook
P: (02) 6541 5858  

E: reception@theremington.com.au
www.theremington.com.au

EATING OUT
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The little cafe in the heart of 
Merewether.

34 Llewellyn St
Merewether NSW 2291

P: (02) 4963 1516
 

www.cafellewellyn.com

  Cafe Llewellyn

PROMOTE YOUR 
BUSINESS HERE

For further details
 call (02) 4925 7760 or email 

info@HBRmag.com.au

“Country style resort 
and restaurant a 

stones throw from 
Lake Macquarie”

P: 02 4947 3825  
F: 02 4948 7848

E: gaynor@duckscrossing.com.au 
W: www.duckscrossing.com.au

• Get Away to Ducks Crossing Seclusion
• Quackers Restaurant

• Functions Weddings Parties Country Style

Ducks Crossing on Burton
50 Burton Rd Eleebana NSW 2282

Charlestown’s Bier Hall
At The Landmark Pacific Hwy Charlestown NSW 2290

Trading hours
Monday- Thursday: 5 pm - late

Friday, Saturday and Sunday: 12 pm - late

Call 02 4023 2770 to inquire today or Book Online at 
www.dashundhaus.com.au

 Come enjoy a hearty meal and 
a couple of 

Steins of fantastic Bavarian Bier!

Taste of the 
Upper Hunter

VINES RESTAURANT & HOLLYDENE ESTATE CELLAR DOOR  
3483 GOLDEN HIGHWAY JERRYS PLAINS NSW    02 6576 4007 

www.vinesathollydene.com



BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Our expertise is helping commercial clients achieve their property 
goals. We are experienced, versatile, professional, innovative and 
community minded. Catering for all your real estate needs our 
extensive commercial team encapsulates honesty, quality service & 
results in every transaction.
Contact our award winning team today.
Phone: (02) 4933 6299
Email: property@tonycant.com.au
Web: www.tonycant.com.au

TONY CANT REAL ESTATE
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• Leading suppliers of quality, fully furnished and self contained 
   accommodation for short or long stays in and around Newcastle.
• Beachfront, harbourfront, suburbs, 1 to 4 bedroom apartments and 
   homes. Cleaning service available.
• A cost effective, more flexible and comfortable alternative for 
   visitors and business colleagues.
• A phone call or email is all it takes to match your requirements promptly.

BORRELLI-QUIRK NEWCASTLE REAL ESTATE

Your global FREIGHT FORWARDER in the Hunter Newcastle office provides direct 
and immediate support for all your international freight needs:
• IATA Air - Seafreight - Imports - Exports  

- Storage - Project Cargo - Customs Clearance and transport services.
• Online track and trace
• Supply chain management 
• International Trade support 
Please call for individualised cost analysis, comparison rates and service options 
on:  4962 1234 www.scorpioninternational.com. www.phl.net.au 

SCORPION INTERNATIONAL 
A Division of POWERHOUSE LOGISTICS
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Our services include:
4 Airfreight

Seafreight
4 Imports

Exports
4 Customs

clearance
4 Document

assistance
4 Warehousing

Storage
4 Project 

Warehousing

GLOBAL
LOGISTICS
4 International

air and sea
freight

4 Animal
transport

4 Personal
effects

CALL
02 4962 1234

FAX
02 4962 1283

Website
www.scorpioninternational.com
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SCORPION
INTERNATIONAL

NEWCASTLE - HUNTER TOURISM & ACCOMMODATION
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CREST FINANCIAL SERVICES

Superannuation, Investment Advice, Retirement Planning, 
Insurance and Risk Protection.

 (02) 4929 2552

Newcastle - East Maitland - Nelson Bay  

  "Working together for your future"
  www.crestfs.com.au  

ADAMSTOWN CLEANING SERVICE
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Celebrating 20 years service to the Newcastle area 
Unit 7, 7 Revelation Close Tighes Hill NSW 2297

Ph: (02) 49610145  Email: john@adamstowncleaning.com.au

 

P:  49615566   E: joanne@bqnre.com.au   
W: bqnre.com.au  1/91 Hannell Street, Wickham @ NCYC                              

LAKE GROUP STRATA
Strata & Community Title Managers

•  Over 30 years managing property
•  Pre-purchase reports
•  Set-up & establishment service
•  Consultancy Service
•  Servicing Newcastle, Lake Macquarie,
Hunter Valley & Myall Lakes  www.lakegroupstrata.com
Phone: 02 4942 3305

Hunter Business Review
HBR

www.HBRmag.com.au
For more business information visit:

DOCUM
ENT DESTRUCTION

THE MOBILE SHREDDING COMPANY

•  Security bins and one-off shredding
•  Totally secure in-truck on-site shredding
•  NAID AAA Certified
•  Locally owned and operated
•  Servicing Newcastle, Hunter Valley, Port Stephens & Central Coast  
Phone: 4957 9903        www.mobileshredding.com.au

"SECURE DESTRUCTION - GUARANTEED"

BURKE & MEAD LAWYERS
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The Burke & Mead Commercial and Workplace Team 
provides the full range of services to small, medium and large 
organisations, including:
   • Commercial & Property transactions
   • Dispute resolution
   • HR & Workplace services
Get in Touch: 1300 292 700 E: office@burkemeadlawyers.com.au  
W: www.burkemeadlawyers.com.au  Or Like us on Facebook



FUNNY BUSINESS
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QUOTE OF THE MONTH

- Seth Godin

Extensive range of services:

Design

Award winning offset and digital printing

Online customised print management portal

Multi-channel marketing

Warehousing and distribution

Kitting and packing

QR Codes

 Transactional Mail

Direct Mail

 Digital Asset Management

WANT TO STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD ?
The Hunter Region’s Premier Print Group.

NCP is a division of the Bright Print Group of Companies
8-10 Frank Street Wetherill Park NSW 2164 Australia | www.brightprintgroup.com.au

NCP Printing now with Print National NCP Printing Newcastle
14 Channel Rd, Steel River Industrial Park
Mayfield West NSW 2304

02 4926 1300
E: sales@ncp.com.au

www.ncpprinting.com.au

NSW PRINT 
INDUSTRY 

CRAFTSMANSHIP 
AWARDS

Gold and Bronze 
Medal Winners 

2012

AUSTRALIAN
NATIONAL

PRINT AWARDS
Gold Medal

Winners
2013

NCP_PN_HalfPg_Ad_HBR_Nov13_v2.indd   1 19/11/13   12:57 PM

Doctor: Madam, your husband needs rest and peace, so here are 
some sleeping pills.

Wife: Doc, when should I give them to him? 
Doctor: They are for you!
 
 
A man was traveling through the west of the US, when he saw a 

sign that said, "Meet the Indian Who Never Forgets, Next Exit".
Well, being curious, the man stops at the attraction to see the 

Indian. He asks the man, "What did you have for breakfast on June 
9, 1978?" The Indian replies "Eggs!"

Well, everyone has eggs for breakfast, this guy is a charlatan, the 
man thinks.

The man tells his friend about the experience, and his friend 
replies "That's disrespectful, you should greet an indian in their 
native language. Next time instead of Hi say How.”

Ten years later, the same man is on vacation, and sees the sign for 
the Indian again. He thinks what the heck, I'll stop in and see him.

Remembering his friend's advice, when the man approaches the 
Indian, he holds up his hand and says, "How!"

The Indian replies, "Scrambled."
 
 
Lauren was frustrated. She had complained dozens of times to 

her daughter about her newest gag of kissing the bathroom mirror 
immediately after applying lipstick, but it was all to no avail.

Finally, one day after spending a half hour scrubbing the mirror, 
only to find another kiss mark an hour later, Lauren had enough.

“Lizzy!” she hollered.
“What?” came her daughter’s reply through her bedroom door.
“I can’t find the toilet brush that I’ve been using to clean the 

bathroom mirror. Do you have any idea where it is?”
After hearing the gagging from behind the bedroom door, Lauren 

knew her days of cleaning kiss marks off of mirrors were over.

 A woman buys a new sim card, 
puts it in her phone and decides 
to surprise her husband who is 
seated on the couch in the
living room.

She goes to the kitchen, 
calls her husband with the 
new number and says 
"Hello Darling."

The husband responds in 
a low tone "Let me call you 
back later Honey, my wife 
is in the kitchen. “

 

“Change is not a threat, it's an opportunity. Survival is not 
the goal, transformative success is.” 

Port Waratah is proud to be a significant contributor to the local 
Newcastle economy.

But we don’t buy or sell coal. We don’t own or manage the mines,  
the railways or the ships. We are a local business who provides services 
to the local coal industry.

Last year that meant we received, stockpiled, blended and loaded 
approximately 110 million tonnes of coal onto ships for export.

As we are a conduit between the Hunter Valley and the world,  
we understand the vital role we play in working with all of our 
stakeholders to keep Newcastle as one of the most efficient and 
responsible coal export ports in the world.

– It’s Who We Are.

It’s Who We Are
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THE REGION 24/7
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1300 720 692                                                 info@evokeprojects.com.au                                                www.evokeprojects.com.au

EVOKE
BESPOKE 

OFFICE SPACES THAT SPEAK
FOR YOUR BUSINESS 

The work spaces that we 
create are not only beautiful; 
they can also incorporate your 
brand colours, style and logos. 
Your space becomes a visual 
representation of your brand 
personality, reflecting who you 
are as a business. Evoke Projects 
takes a holistic approach to 
creating sophisticated and 
inspirational workspaces. From 
design conception to project 
completion, we can turn your 
refurbishment, commercial 
fitout, or relocation into one 
seamless process.

To find out how we can 
transform your workspace 
into a stimulating and 
remarkable environment for 
both employees and clients, 
contact Evoke Projects today 
on 1300 720 692. 


